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Bain HePRESSURE EXPERIMENTS:*ON CULVERT PIPE 
RESULTS OF RESEARCH BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA IN COOPERATION WITH THE NORTH 

CAROLINA HIGHWAY COMMISSION AND THE UNITED STATES BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

By G. M. BRAUNE, Dean of School of Engineering; WILLIAM CAIN, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics ;and H. F. JANDA formerly Professor of Highway Engineering, 
a lof the University of North Carolina ! 

XPERIMENTS relating to earth pressures on 
culvert pipe were initiated at the University of 
North Carolina in 1923 in cooperation with the 

North Carolina State Highway Commission. The 
additional cooperation of the Bureau of Public Roads 
was obtained in 1925. The object of the experiments 
was to secure data for use in the design of highway 

There is no exact method of determining the 
behavior of an elastic pipe culvert under the variable 
loads produced by granular fill material. Deformations 
in the culvert produced by the load result in a rear- 
rangement of the material producing the deformation. 
This rearrangement of material is affected by the cohe- 
sive and frictional qualities of the soil. 

Since the problem did not lend itself to analysis 
without experimentation it was decided to make field 
tests to determine the earth pressure on culvert pipe, 
to ascertain the elastic behavior of the pipe under these 
loads, and to attempt to correlate the field data with 

ROADWAY ROADWAY 

Gaze ann GROUND 
36-0" +— j5‘o" — — igtg” 

END VIEW 
~~“ ROADWAY: 

SIDE VIEW 

EARTH FILL 

CAST IRON TEST PIPE OUTSIDE DIA.32 INCHES 

SCALES 

SECTION ALONG € OF ROADWAY SECTION ACROSS 

ROADWAY 

Figure 1.—ARRANGEMENT OF TEST APPARATUS FOR TESTS 
UNDER CONDITION OF 50 PER CENT PROJECTION 

laboratory tests in such a manner as to provide design 
data. 

Dean Anson Marston of Iowa State College, at Ames, 
Iowa, has conducted large scale experiments for several 
years, along lines similar to the work at Chapel Hill. 

Experiments to determine earth pressures on culvert 
pipe have been made near Farina, Ill., under the 
auspices of the American Railway Engineering Asso- 
ciation. 

1 Valuable personal aid and criticism has been furnished by Frank H. Page, 
Charles M. Upham, C. N. Connor, G. W. Hutchinson, F. E. Schnepfe, R. T. Giles, 
E. H. Kivett, F. C. Pritchett, and W. E. Hawkins, of the North Carolina State 
Highway Commission; A. T. Goldbeck, E. F. Kelley, George W. Davis, and A. L. 
Gemeny, of the United States Bureau of Public Roads; T. F. Hickerson, of the 
University of North Carolina; Milo S. Ketchum, of the University of Ilinois; and 
R. W. Crum, of the Iowa State Highway Commission. 

Materials for use in the experiments were supplied by the Portland Cement Asso 
ciation; the National Tube Co., of Atlanta, Ga.; the American Casting Co., 0 
Birmingham, Ala.; the Armco Culvert and Flume Manufacturers Association; and 
the Standard Sand and Gravel Corporation, of Gravel Pit, N. C. 

Recognition is due the research fellows who have performed a major portion of 
the work and the collection of data at the experimental station. The following men 
have served as research fellows: J. G. Wardlaw, jr., and L. B. Aull, jr., 1923-24; 
H. McC. Holmes, jr., and Harry Cantey, 1924-25; W. C. Johnson and W. McK. 
Franklin, 1926-27; and E. G. Dobbins and H. A. Schmitt, 1927-28. 

78680—29——1 

Other experimental work relative to earth pressures 
has been performed (see bibliography at end of report), 
but the application of earth pressures to culvert pipe 
has been confined to the two projects noted above. In 
both of these the method of approaching the problem 
has differed somewhat from that used at the University 
of North Carolina. 

The tests at Chapel Hill were conducted on 20 and 30 
inch pipe of various materials, using sand and clay fills. 
In all tests of the first series the pipe was placed in what 
is termed ‘‘the condition of 50 per cent projection”’— 
that is, only one-half of the circumference of the pipe 
was exposed to the fill. In the first portion of this 
series the fill was placed over the pipe exposed in this 
manner, and later conditions were modified by placing 
and compacting a portion of the fill and then excavating 
a narrow trench to expose the pipe (in condition of 
50 per cent projection). The trench was then back 
filled and the fill completed in the usual manner. This 
was called the ‘trench condition.” 

The most pertinent data were obtained in the second 
series of tests in which the entire surface of the pipe 

Fiaure 2.—Tuer Hovusine Cutvert UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

was exposed to the fill and information was obtained 
not only as to the load on the pipe but also as to the 
radial earth pressure and the deflection of the pipe. 

ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS DESCRIBED 

A site suitable for the experiments was found about 
1 mile south of Chapel Hill, N.C. This site was easily 
accessible, was quite near an excellent supply of sand 
and clay for filling material, and required comparatively 
small quantities of fill to reach the desired height of 
embankment. The profile of the original ground per- 
mitted a good location for the test apparatus and for 
the formation of embankment up to 20 feet in height, 
or greater if desired. 

The original apparatus was designed to simulate 
field conditions and measure vertical earth pressure 
only. The upper half of the pipe surface was to be 
exposed to earth pressure—a condition hereafter re- 
ferred to as 50 per cent projection—and the pipe was 
to be supported by weighing apparatus so arranged as 
to permit observers working beneath the pipe. Figures 
1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate the general arrangement. 
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_ The housing for the weighing apparatus (fig. 2) con- 
sisted of a reinforced concrete box culvert 58.5 feet 

Suf- 
ficient excavation was made for the housing culvert. to 
long, 7 feet wide, with a clear height of 7 feet. 

allow the test pipe being placed at the desired elevation. 
The weighing apparatus which was placed inside the 

culvert box consisted of four platform scales, each hay- 
ing a capacity of 30,000 pounds, designed and con- 
structed especially for these experiments. They have 
been calibrated a number of times during the experi- 
ment and are thought to be accurate. Steel columns 

Figure 3.—Tors oF COLUMNS FOR SUPPORTING PIPE IN 
CONDITION OF 50 PER CENT PROJECTION AND INSIDE OF 
Housing CULVERT 

(fig. 3) extending up to the roof of the weighing chamber 
were supported on the scale platform, and the test pipes 
were placed on top of these columns. 

The columns were only 5 feet 4 inches long, but in 
order to prevent any appreciable deformation they were 
designed with an excessive cross-sectional area so as to 
keep the unit stress below 1,000 pounds per square inch. 
The concrete roof of the weighing chamber had a slot 
(fig. 3) large enough to permit the insertion of the test 
pipe. Resting on the columns were the four joints of 
pipe, held in place by small angles bolted to the columns 
(figs. 1 and 4) and spaced sufficiently far apart to allow 
free deflection of the pipe. In order that uniform con- 
ditions might be obtained, the pipe was extended 
beyond the test sections so as to cover the entire width 
of the fill and was supported on the concrete slab. 
Each section of test pipe was 2% feet long. 

In conducting the tests it was necessary to differenti- 
ate between active and passive pressures. ‘The move- 
ment of the scale platform during a weighing operation 
as calculated from the movement of the balance arm 
was only 0.00007 inch (and some of this was perhaps 
taken up in the elasticity of the lever), but there was a 
very slight movement of the platform. Therefore, in 
order to record active pressure, the tendency of the 
movement of the scale platform would have to be in a 
downward direction. This condition was obtained by 
running the counterpoise out so that the beam was 
always down and the platform up.- When the readings 
were taken the poise was run in until the beam just 
began to rise. Thus the mass of the earth tended to 
move down and was supported in part by its friction and 

= = 

cohesion, the vertical earth pressure exerted upon the 
pipe being observed on the scales. 

In determining passive pressures the poise was kept 
in, thus allowing the platform to be deflected down. 
In making a reading the counterpoise was moved out to 
the point of balance and the scale platform tended to 
move up, and was resisted not only by the weight of the 
earth but also by its friction and cohesion. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FILL MATERIAL DETERMINED 

Sand was used as the first filling material because of 
its homogeneous character and relatively low coefficient 
of cohesion. Its more uniform character makes it better 
than clay or other materials as a standard substance for 
comparison of the behavior of the various kinds of pipe 
under the different conditions of installation. Clay was 
used as a filling material later in order to compare the 
effects produced by the two different materials. 

The sand was obtained from the bed of a creek about 
a half mile from the experiment site. It had angular 
erains, was of a reddish-brown appearance, and was 
well graded. During the tests, physical characteristics 
of the sand were determined at suitable intervals. The 
properties of the different samples varied but little and 
the average values are in Table I. 

Figure 4.—PIPeE IN Position For 50 PER CENT PROJECTION 
TEST 

TABLE 1.—Average test values of sand used in fill 

Weight per cubic foot, loose (shoveled in)______ pounds__ 80.7 
Weight per cubic foot, well shaken (deposited in 3-inch 

layers and shaken by hand to refusal) ___-~_- pounds__ 104. 2 
Hlwtriationdoss 22-3 sa8 cere Se ee ee percent... 85 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS 

Cumu- Cumu- Cumu- 
lative lative lative 

Sieve No. percent- Sieve No. percent- Sieve No. percent- 
age re- age re- age re- 

tained tained tained 

Ie ae ee) ae Pha 1 Sas | a eae os Se ee B14. 3 Wl) 652e some oe ree 96. 8 
yee Sea ge ee 3:6: 208.  eeee Soe eee TS 25th OOLe ae eee es cee 98. 5 
62 eee 6:07 5 (POR Bor ae ees 72. (0)||| 100 Seen eae 99.0 
Ss Se ae eee 12. 7al oh. eee tee 87:,8)||200 ee aera 99.3 
10S 2 ee ee 23" Oil ASomeeeee eee e 94.3 || Passing 200----_- Ni, 

| 

Specific, Sra vy ee ee ee ee ee ee 2. 59 
Percentage of solids, material tamped, 9 per cent moisture_ 57. 6 
Percentage of solids, material well shaken, 9 per cent 

moisture 50. 8 
Percentage of solids, material loose, 9 per cent moisture__ 43. 5 
Percentage of air voids, material loose_________-_-_---- 45. 4 
Percentage of air voids, materials well shaken______-__~- 36. 2 
Percentage of air voids, material tamped_____-_-------- PA ket 

The clay used in constructing the fills of that mate- 
rial was obtained from a nearby borrow pit. The 
physical characteristics as determined at suitable in- 
tervals are given in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2.—Average test values of clay used in fill 

; Percentage of clay as determined by elutriation_________ 43.9 
Cementation test (number of blows necessary to cause 

SUMMING hort eke See ee 160 

SIEVE ANALYSIS ON RESIDUE LEFT AFTER ELUTRIATION 

| E i od | ae 
Cumu- Cumu- | Cumu- 

: lative ] lative || lative 
Sieve No. percent- Sieve No. percent- || Sieve No. |percent- 

age re- age re- | agere- 
tained tained tained 

| 

| - 

2. = ie Omatrc0teee. oe S275 100 Seth 2 he ee 34,3 
Ot TON ROO stews oo 25.8 || Retained on 200__| 55. 9 

| | | 

Weight per cubic foot, determined by weighing a cubic foot of soil as cut from 
each 1-foot increment in placing fill, 121 pounds. 

SAND FILL USED FOR FIRST TESTS 

The pipe used in this test was of cast iron and had 
an inside diameter of 30 inches and a barrel thickness 
of linch. The four test sections were placed as previ- 
ously described (50 per cent submerged below the 
concrete roof), care being taken to see that the scales 
were in proper working order and that the pipe sec- 
tions were centered. Approximately 1 inch of clearance 
was allowed between the pipe and the concrete roof 
slab, and about half an inch was allowed between the 
pipe sections. A canvas tarpaulin was spread over the 
pipe sections and tucked around them in such a man- 
ner as to prevent water and sand from coming through 
the cracks. This was done carefully to avoid any re- 
straint upon the movement of the sections. 

Sand was filled around the pipe until it was level 
with the top, being done with hand shovels to prevent 
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Figure 5.—RESULTS OF TESTS WITH SAND FILL ON CAST- 
Iron Piree—50 PER CENT PROJECTION 

pressure on the pipe at this point was the difference 
between the initial tare weights and the final weights 
as indicated by the scales. Filling was continued in 
increments of 1 foot, the material being hauled upon 
the fill in wagons and dumped. Each layer was care- 
fully brought to grade and leveled, control being main- 
tained by a bench mark referenced to the top of the 

ee ee 

FIGURE 6.—CHECKING FILL ELEVATION 

pipe sections. The height of fill was considered as so 
many feet above the top of the pipe, a 10-foot fill mean- 
ing 10 feet above the top of the pipe and not above the 
concrete slab where it actually started. The active 
pressures were determined for each increment of fill 
height, as described for the fill when level with the top 
of pipe. 
A roadway width of 24 feet was maintained through- 

out the construction of the fill and, except during actual 
work on the fill or during pressure observations, a 
tarpaulin was kept over the surface in order to prevent 
appreciable variations in the moisture content. This 
tarpaulin was used in all tests except in the determina- 
tion of time and weather effects. 

Filling was started June 11, 1924, and was completed 
at a height of 20 feet on October 1, 1924. Readings 
were taken at various intervals as the fill was removed, 
and recorded in the same manner as those obtained 
while the fill was being placed. 

Figure 5 shows the results of this first test in graphic 
form. The scale readings were converted into pounds 
per lineal foot by dividing each reading by the length 
of the pipe sections, 2% feet, and then computing the 
average for the four sections. The curve shows the 
height of fill plotted against the pressure on the pipe. 
The weight of the material directly over the culvert 
as computed from the actual weight per cubic foot is 
also shown plotted on the same scale. 
Assuming W equals the weight of the prism of earth 

directly over the culvert pipe and P equals the pressure 

may be de- 

termined for the different heights of fill. For a fill 
of 4 feet, AK approaches unity and decreases as the 
height of fill increases. For a fill of 20 feet AK becomes 
0.807. 

The curves show that for equal heights of fill the 
pressures during removal were greater than during the 
filling. This was because the pipe was already deflected 
during removal. The pressure upon the top of the 

a eta a 
transmitted to the scales, a ratio, K= 

a displacement of the sections. Each scale was bal- pipe was lessened as the earth was removed and the 
anced by running the counterpoise in, and the pressure pipe tended to recover its original shape. It was par- 
was then observed and recorded. The actual active tially restrained by the passive pressure of the prism of 
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earth. Thus, the pipe acted as a compressed spring 

and exerted an upward pressure until the passive pres- 
sure could be overcome. Equilibrium between the 

“spring”? pressure of the pipe and the passive pressure 

of the soil was maintained throughout the removal of 
the fill. 

TESTS WITH CLAY FILL AND 50 PER CENT PROJECT ON MADE 

The apparatus used in this test was the same as that 

used in the preceding sand-fill test, the same 30-inch 
cast-iron pipe being used. 

The procedure for obtaining the scale pressures was 
also the same as in the preceding test. However, after 
the 3-foot level had been reached, the clay was rolled 
at each 1-foot increment by a 4-ton road roller. It 
was not rolled before the 3-foot level had been reached 
because of the danger of displacing the pipe. It was not 
practical to maintain a uniform width of roadway by 
filling on the slopes at each increment in height, as with 
the sand; so the bottom of the fill was made sufficiently 
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Figure 7.—ReEsuuts oF TEstTs witH Cuay FILL oN Cast- 
Tron Pieze—50 PER cENT PROJECTION. WeEIGHTS INDI- 
CATED BY STAR OBTAINED BY AN APPROXIMATE MrETHOD 
AND NoT USED IN CALCULATIONS, OTHER WEIGHTS 
OBTAINED BY WEIGHING SAMPLE CuT FROM EMBANKMENT 

wide to permit a 1% to 1 slope, giving a roadway width 
of 23 feet at the completed height of fill. 

Filling was started on November 20, 1924, and was 
completed on December 22, 1924. A height of 14 
feet was reached. 

The removal of the fill was started as soon as the 
filling was completed and was done in 2-foot decre- 
ments. The earth pressure transmitted to the scales 
was determined at each decrement. This operation was 
completed on January 27, 1925. 

Figure 7 shows that the pressure on the pipe in this 
test was approximately equal to the weight of the earth 
directly over it. The variation was almost negligible, 
and so, for this test, K=1. 

The pressures during removal of the fill were greater 
than during the filling at equal heights, as in the first 
test and for the same reason. 
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TRENCH CONDITION RESULTS IN REDUCTION OF PRESSURE ON 
PIPE 

A second test with clay filling material was performed 
upon cast-iron pipe in what was termed the ‘trench 
condition.”’ The trench condition is that in which pipe 
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Figure 8.—RESULTS OF TESTS WITH CLAY FILL ON Cast- 
Tron PipE—50 PER CENT PROJECTION, TRENCH CONDITION 

is installed with its upper surface below the level of the 
eround alongside. ‘To insure proper seating of the 
pipe sections and to avoid installing the sections in a 
narrow trench, the following procedure was adopted. 
The clay fill was built to a height of 4.15 feet above the 

Se Bes pee ae * SS me 

Figure 9.—ConpbiITION OF FiLtt at ENp oF TIME AND 
WEATHER TESTS 

top of the pipe and a trench 3.5 feet wide was dug to 
expose the entire length of pipe under the fill. The 
trench was then back filled loosely by hand until the 
level of the 4.15-foot fill was reached. From this point 
the filling was carried on by teams and wheelers until a 
height of 11.05 feet had been reached. The last 6 inches 
of fill placed was sand. 

As in the preceding test, this fill was rolled, and the 
effect of live loads was also observed. It was found 
that the vertical pressures on the pipe were less in the - 
trench condition than in the preceding 50 per cent 
projection condition test, using the same filling material. 

ae, a 
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PRESSURE — HUNDRED POUNDS 

FiaureE 10.—Errrect oF TIME AND WEATHER ON PRESSURE EXERTED ON Cast-IRON Pips, Cuay Fit 11.05 Frnr Dersxp, 
0 Par Cent Prosection, TRENCH CONDITION 

This is clearly shown by a comparison of Figures 7 
and 8 

TIME AND WEATHER TESTS MADE 

On the completion of the fill in the trench condition 
test it was decided to allow the fill to remain in place 
for one year to study the effect of time and weather 
upon the earth pressures transmitted to the pipe. 
The test was begun February 25, 1925, and extended 
through May, 1926. 

The pressures decreased from March 3, 1925, to the 
middle of August, when a total decrease of 33 per cent 
had taken place. After that time a slow increase 
occurred, until at the conclusion of the test approxi- 
mately one-third of the lost pressure had been recovered. 

The rapid decrease in pressure may be attributed to 
the drying and shrinking of the initially saturated clay, 
resulting from the summer’s unusually low rainfall. 
The increase in pressure is probably the result of a 
slow failure of the trench and of an increase in moisture 
content of the clay during the fall and winter months. 

Variations in the rainfall have but little effect, if any, 
upon the pressure, as shown in Figure 10. 

CONCENTRATED LOADS APPLIED THROUGH FILL 

Because of the lack of data concerning the transmis- 
sion of pressure through soils, especially that of live 
loads through embankments to culvert pipe, it was 
decided to investigate the additional pressure due to 
traffic. 

At each observation of the pressure on both the clay 
fills with the 50 per cent projection and the 50 per 
cent projection with trench condition, a 4-ton road 
roller was moved along the center line of the roadway 
over the test sections, from a point where no effect 
upon the scales was perceptible to a point where the 
effect had disappeared, halting at intermediate positions, 
usually 2 feet apart, for a complete observation of the 
earth pressure transmitted to the scales. 

To conform with the other data tabulated the 
increases were calculated in pounds per lineal foot of 
pipe. Up to the 8-foot level, the two inside scales 
received much greater increases in pressure than the 
two outside scales; and since it was desirable to obtain 
the maximum effect, the two scales nearest the center 
line were averaged. Above the 8-foot level, all four 
scales were averaged because the increments were 
approximately the same. 

_It was found that there was a residual pressure on the 
pipe after the passing of the roller for the first 50 
per cent projection condition but not for the trench 
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4 
condition. Representative curves for both 50 per 
cent projection conditions are shown in Figure 11, using 
the average increment in pounds per lineal foot as 
ordinates and the position of the front roller of the 
road roller, with referene@ to the center line of the 
culvert, as abscissas. Tkwe maximum increase of 
pressure occurred when the rear or heavy roller was 
directly over the center lime of the culvert. The 
increase in pressures for low fill is quite marked. 

For the trench condition the increase was not marked 
unless one of the rollers was over the trench. (Fig. 11.) 
It appeared that after the passage of the roller over 
the 7.05 and 5.4 foot fills, trench condition, there was 
less pressure than before.. No reasonable explanation 
for this phenomenon has been discovered. 

SECOND SERIES OF TESTS OUTLINED 

On completion of the 50 per cent projection tests 
the results indicated the importance of continuing the 
experiments according to a well-defined outline. The 
work suggested was as follows: 

1. All pipe to be placed under the fill in a 100 per 
cent projection condition. 
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2. Vertical pressures to be measured by means of 
scales. 

3. Radial pressures to be measured by means of soil- 
pressure cells. 

4. Pipe of various degrees of rigidity to be used so 
that deflections under the fill loads would be varied 

Figure 12.—FiLu Steprep Back To PrRevENtT ArcH ACTION 
OF THE SOIL OVER PIPE 

from practically zero to the maximum permissible, 
without causing failure. 

5. Two sizes of pipe to be tested. 
The clay fill used in the time-and-weather tests was 

removed to the level of the top of the box culvert for a 
distance of 12 feet on each side of the test pipe and 

Fr@uré 13.—ARRANGEMENT FOR PIPE 
Support in 100 Per Cent Prosec- 
TION TESTS 

the sides were stepped back on a slope of 45° as shown 
in Figure 12, to prevent any tendency of the filling 
material to wedge or arch over the pipe. The scales 
were removed, cleaned, and recalibrated, and then 
replaced with the columns, as in the former tests. 

Since the columns were designed to support the pipe 
in the 50 per cent projection tests it was necessary to 
raise the support to the level of the top of the chamber 
for the 100 per cent condition. Concrete caps were 
placed on top of the columns, and were made to fill 
the opening with clearance enough to permit vertical 
motion without touching the sides of the slot. (Fig. 
13.) <A sheet of canvas was placed across the column 
caps with sufficient overlap onto the adjoining slab 
to prevent sand and water from entering the weighing 
chamber. 

The test sections were carefully placed on the 
column caps so as to insure an independent move- 
ment of each section. Blank sections of the same 
type as the test sections were placed at each end so 
as to produce the effect of a continuous pipe across 
the entire fill. 
New Goldbeck soil-pressure cells of the improved 

brass type were attached to the test sections by means 
of small steel brackets and \-inch bolts, as shown in 
Figure 14. The bolts extended through the walls 

Figure 14.—Position or PRESSURE CELLS 
ON CorRUGATED Metat PirEe 

of the pipe, except in the case of the cast iron, solid 
plug, and concrete sections. In these cases the 
cells were bolted to light sheet-metal bands which 
were securely fastened around the pipe. The cells were 
placed on a circumference of each section spaced at 45°, 
the one at the bottom point being omitted. 

The location and notation of the cells Nos. 1 to 7 
are shown by Figure 15. Cell No. 4 measures vertical 
pressure at the top of the pipe; Nos. 2 and 6, the 
horizontal pressure; Nos. 3 and 5, the pressure at 
45° from the vertical, on the upper side of the pipe; 
and Nos. 1 and 7, at the same angle from the vertical, 
on the under side of the pipe. The cells were not 
countersunk, hence their top surfaces were 1% inches 
above the plane of the supporting surface. Flexible 
connections consisting of heavy rubber hose were 
used to convey air and the electric wiring to the 
edge of the slot. From this point 4-inch metal pipes 
led to the indicating instruments in the chamber below. 
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Each cell was provided with a separate connection 
and was entirely independent of all others. 

The deflections were measured with a special Browne 
& Sharpe inside pipe micrometer, reading to one- 
thousandth of an inch. The deflections of the 30-inch 
pipe were measured on six diameters; the horizontal, 
the vertical, and at 30° and 60°, respectively, from 
the vertical on each side of the pipe. These diameters 
are shown in Figure 15, and are designated DD’, 
AA’, BB’, FF’, CC’, and EE’. Indentions were 
drilled at these points for the insertion of the ends of 
the micrometer. In the case of all the 20-inch pipe 

Figure 15.—ARRANGEMENT OF PREs- 
SURE CELLS ON PIPE CIRCUMFER- 
ENCE 

and the 30-inch concrete pipe, only the horizontal 
and vertical deflections were read. 

The tests on the various pipes were made under 
as nearly similar conditions as possible. The fill 
was made of the same sand used in the earlier tests 
and was placed in the fill with drag pans. The teams 
moved in a direction parallel to the pipe until the 
1-foot level was reached. Up to this level the sand 
was thrown around and over the pipe by hand and 
lightly tamped with shovel handles. After the 1-foot 
level had been reached the teams traveled in a direction 
at right angles to the length of the pipe. 

The fill was built in 1-foot increments with a roadway 
width of 24 feet. The side slopes were constructed by 
allowing the material to fall freely over the shoulders. 
At each foot of height the fill was leveled off to within 
0.05+-° foot of the nominal height. A Y-level was 
used for controlling the grade. Unusual care was 
taken to prevent material being piled above the eleva- 
tion at which the next set of readings was to be taken. 
A maximum fill height of 12 feet was used for all the 
tests. 

Scale readings indicating total vertical load, cell 
pressures indicating radial pressures, and diameter 
measurements indicating deflections were recorded for 
each foot of fill placed and at intervals of 2 or 4 feet 
while it was being removed. The scale counterpoise 
was kept on the outer end of the beam and brought 
in to the balancing point when a reading was taken, 
thus recording the active pressure. 

The weight of the filling material was determined 
from a sample obtained by driving into the fill a steel 
cylinder of %-cubic foot capacity and sharpened on 
the lower edge. 

The percentage of moisture present in the fill was 
determined from a sample, of not less than 500 grams, 
taken from the material present in the cylinder when 
a weight sample was taken. The tarpaulin used in 
covering the fill eliminated appreciable variations in 
the moisture content. 

DATA SHOWS RELATION BETWEEN HEIGHT OF FILL AND 
DEFLECTION AND LOAD ON PIPE 

Tests were made on the various types of pipe listed 
below: 

1. 30-inch, 
2. 30-inch, 

30-inch, 
30-inch, 
30-inch, 

smooth iron (thickness, 0.109 inch). 
corrugated metal (thickness, 0.105 inch). 
steel tube (thickness, 0.349 inch). 
cast iron (thickness, 1 inch). 
concrete (thickness, 2% inches). 

32-inch, solid plug. 
20-inch, smooth iron (thickness, 0.076 inch). 
20-inch corrugated metal (thickness, 0.079 inch). 
20-inch, solid plug. 

The solid plug sections were obtained by filling the 
20-inch steel tube sections and the 30-inch cast-iron 
sections with concrete. 

The data taken in the field for each foot of fill con- 
sisted of 4 scale readings; 7 cell readings for each sec- 
tion, making a total of 28, and 6 diameters of each 
section, making a total of 24. Table 3 summarizes this 
field data, and is arranged in the order in which the 
tests were run. 

The four scale readings were added and the sum 
divided by 10 to obtain the load per lineal foot. The 
values obtained with the fill level with the top of the 
pipe were adopted as zero readings and were used as 
tare values to be subtracted from the succeeding values. 

The outside diameters of the pipe listed as 30-inch 
pipe vary from 29 inches for the concrete to 32 inches 
for the solid plug and the cast-iron pipe. In order to 
have a uniform basis for comparison and for plotting, 
the scale readings were converted to a value equivalent 
to a pipe of 30 inches outside diameter by simple 
proportion. 

The deflections were determined for each pipe by 
comparing the measured diameter under different 

HEIGHT OF FILL ABOVE TOP OF PIPE - FEET 

5000 2000 3000 4000 6000 

LOAD - POUNDS PER LINEAL FOOT 

Figure 16.—VerticaAL Loaps TRANSMITTED TO 30-INCH 
Pipe (CorRRECTION MapE FOR VARIATION FROM 30 
Incuers), 100 Per Cent PRosECTION CONDITION, BY 
Various Hercuts oF SAND Fint. NUMBERS IN PAREN- 
THESES INDICATE THICKNESS. 

heights of fill with the diameter recorded for the fill 
level with top of pipe. If the diameter was greater or 
less than the value when the fill was at the top of the 
pipe, it was called plus or minus, respectively. The 
deflections for the four sections in each test were aver- 
aged to obtain the final values. 

Some of the cell readings were unmistakably erratic, 
and it was decided to use the following method in 
obtaining the final representative values. All cells in 
the same relative position were considered in one 
eroup—for example, the eight cells in positions 1 and 7. 
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TaBLE 3.—Results of field tests on various pipe, 100 per cent projection, sand fill 

SMOOTH IRON 

[Diameter 30 inches, 0.109 inch thick] 

| Ratio aeais Deflection of diameters Cell pressures 
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CORRUGATED METAL! 
[Diameter 31.5 inches, 0.103 inch thick] 
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STEEL TUBE! 
[Diameter 30 inches, 0.349 inch thick] 
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1,070.0 | 1,019.5| .95| 1,019.5 | —.040| —.100| —.040| +.056| +.080| +.042| 1.3| 36| 36! 37] 65.5) ©1065 
1, 837.6 | 1,287.5 | .96| 1,287.5 |? =—.053 |? —.408 |2 —,022'| 2.4, 064 |9et-,080 (3-+,0271 vis 04 2)| did | 0S, yale ee 
1,605.0} 1,470.8} 192] 1,470.8 |7 ~.054 |2 1112 |2 1023 |2-4.077 |3 +093 |24.035| 1L8| 44) 8&1] 44) ©97.6 |coccece 
1,872.5 |. 1,679.8 | . 89 b> 1,.679.3'|2 =, 063. |2 —. 131.| 2,032 F244, 0872.11 191-0043 1G) es 4y7 10s, ind & ieec ages ee 
2,140.0 | 1,900.3 |: .89 | 4,900.31 —.079 | -—.174 |"—.084'|-b.097) +:156| +076) 2.0) 3.1) 6.1). 68) ba eeeeme 
2,407.5 | 2107.8 |, (88 | 2107.8) —.085| —.195.| =.075'| 1100 | -+.1701-4-.0001 2.4) eB) 7.2 5.8 Pe eee 
2,675.0 | 2,381,0 | ~.88 | 2,851.0] -—, 101, |=. 220 = 1084), Fhaiot tito | ing nore. 4 un 6.9] > 98, dine er tee ee 
2,942.5 | 2569.0] :87| 2569.0) —.107| —.230| —.004| + 123| +.211| +11) 32] 69| 85] 67} %66| 10265 
3,210.0 |" 2,795.0: 87-| 2,705.0.) 1174 =, 261 | —, 000? %-t-490 |» oF-234cp. 122) 3. 6a os Ou s.8 eer beeen > 105.5 
2,140.0 | 2,241.5] 1.05) 2,241.5] —.119| —.267| —.106| +.141| 4.244) +.1298| 20/ 62] 78! @5\{ $89 lviggs 
1,070.0 | 1,526.8| 1.42] 1,526.8| —.117| —.250| —.084| +.137| +.230| +.116 “8 33.3) 2446008) ee 

0 PVE NA on ceca oe 010.) —-219 | —Jo12| +.024 | +043 | +4.026-|......-- esas RS is tae baa an 4.9 | 0105.5 

See footnotes at end of table. 

The eight readings were listed in order of magnitude were those obtained by reducing the scale readings of all 
and the median determined by taking the average of the pipe to a value equivalent to a 30-inch diameter. 
the middle two. The highest and lowest value of the Figure 17 shows the vertical loads for the 20-inch pipe. 
eight values listed were then compared with the median Figures 16 and 17 show that, except for the first few feet 
and the one closest to the median was retained and all of fill, the load carried increases with the height of fill 
values numerically more distant from the median were ata uniform rate. A study of these two sets of curves 
discarded. The remaining values were averaged and also indicates a direct relation between the vertical load 
the result recorded. and the flexibility of the pipe. 

The loads on the 30-inch pipe of various types are Figures 18 and 19 show the load-deflection relation 
shown graphically in Figure 16. The values plotted of the various pipes. For the more rigid pipes this 
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TABLE 3.—Results of field tests on various pipe, 100 per cent projection, sand fill—Continued 

CAST IRON. 

{Diameter 32 inches, 1.0 inch thick] 

foe Route Deflection of diameters Cell pressures 

Actual Scale | reading | pe | Weight 
Height of fill weight Scale | reading eorreeted| Mois- | per 

over pipe reading 8 ae to 30-inch| Pee ie : oe . ; dl r ture | cubic 
oats atcacterd A-A B-B G-G- Dab” th Wem - ites” 1008 3. 5 4 foot 

| 

| | 

a gate ae ot K | 
> _ Fee in. ft. in. ft. >| | Per cent, P. k Mid-point-....-...-..- oh8 65.0 | 0.80 S19 | —0.001 | —0.004 | —0.005 | —0.009 | +0.003 | —0.001 |......-.|-.--._-_I_----_-_!--_____]--1 ie 

heels 3. 7 | j 
Top of pipe=0.....___- { ; 0 1.55 { os y 0 0 Needs hc) 0 eat ere Peedi ikea eee 6.7 | 108.5 
feet ees S| 285.8 430.0} 1.51 410.5 | —.005 ; —.006  —.003 | +.003} +.005|) +.001, 1.1 0.7 1.5 (Oe Pi Re le aR es DS ae 570. 6 730.0 | 1,28 685.0 | —.009| —.014| —.007] +.008| +.012| +.004|/ 1.6 1.4 One a eS ane SS IIE © gies oF a ee 855.0] 1,062.5 | 1.24 995.0} —.012 | —.021| —.009| +.012| +.021 | +.009 1.9 iy 2.5 5 04m wend | 10.0 
“a ae 855.0 | 1,063.0 | 1.24 997.0 | —.012, —.022| —.009| +.019| +.022) +.010) 2.0 es) 3.2 3.9 yale Cea 8 ee 4, 1412 1, 445.0) 1, 27) 17865.0°) 2016. =.030 | =. 013 fr +.016'| +. 028-| =F.013. | 2.1 2.0 3.4 Rip aoe BARES peep ot | 1,426.5 | 1,808.0| 1.26] 1,690.0] —.021| —.039| —.017| +.022| +.038| +.017| 24 2.1 4,2 6.4 6.5 | 103.0 i ara ) 1,711.8 | 2,160.5 | 1.26 | 2,000.1) —.025 —.048 | —.020| +.027] +.046 | +. 021 x7 PDS 5.8 tT ieee Fake ie 
\ 2 eae Bi, 997.1 | 2,500.5 | 1.25 | 2,318.9 | —.027| —.057| —.023 | +.032| +/054 | +. 028 3.9 2.7 5.1 9.2 6.2) 103.0 
i ae | 2,202.4 | 2,831.0] 1.24 | 2,628.7] —.033) —.085| —.027| +.036 | +.062| +. 029 3.6 2.9 6D te FLOR dae I ee eee OL ee es | 2,567.8 | 3,265.0} 1.27) 3,045.0 | —.038| —.077| —.034 | +.041} +.073 | +.034| 4.3 3.5 7.3| 15.6 7.3 | 108.0 
HT Qe tie ai | 2853:1 | 3,680.0) 1.29 }| 8,424.7 |. —.048 | —.088 | —.038 | +-.0468| -+-.082] --.040 4.5 3.8 eo (RE at ee papaiale aie es 
sie ae | 3,138.4 | 4,028.0) 1.28 | 3,780.0) —.048 | —.098 | —.042} +.051| +.091 | +.044] 5.5 4.1 SE ae: 9.3 | 110.0 
SS a 3,423.7 | 4,350.0] 1.27] 4,080.0 057 107 045 | +.048| +.101 | +.049/) 5.3 4,1 DANE LES We 612. Cl 105.0 
i eee ei 2,853.1 | 3,979.5 | 1.29} 3,700.0, —.049  —.103 | —.043 | +.055| +.098; +.048/ 3.8 2.8 9.8 7.4 6.9 | 110.0 
pam ope es 2989, 443, BOL Ole 1059: | -8;-280.0.| -—205t - 096 043 | +.050| +.092 | +.045 2.8 Das 7 Guile to; Sete, 8: Ta LG 
GE elt Se eee hed, 711, S32, 916,01 0 1570.) 27250 vr O41 fo =. O85) | 086s) 2, 04501. 082 |.-F, 041 2.0 2.0 Ree 4,0 BI Sl0ee 
: SS a ae | 1,141.2] 2,113.6 | 1.85 | 1,995.0| —.031 | —.066| —.028 | +.039| +.065 | +.032 1.6 1.0 heh Be een Ty i 
Oe 28. Se Go. See 1). 570: 6 990.5 | 1.78 928.0| —.016  —.033 | ~—.011 | +.020| +.034] +.017! 0.9 0.7 5.0 Pie? ee | 107.0 
Top of pipe_---------- { are he es Mm eA IEP Oe Val bas 008 PRS O08 |i! O02 est 008: Ip cO12.)-F. Ood te coe tee (ata ae 8.6 | 111.0 

| 

CONCRETE 

[Diameter 29 inches, 244 inches thick] 

ene Net Sous RO er Spe Ono areas) NR el | tea en NE a a 2 Tals Sa ee ehh 
: 1. 46 3015: eee He-F0. DOL AACS: oss te oe ao 002 Vos 1.5 2.2 1.9 1.6 EO eee Ts 
j , 1. 45 Td Soi eee egts O02 dice 2 a2 Sb ee = 005; sete toa. 155 2.4 215 2.6 14.6 114.0 
; : PeGot le te 238 ei ae W000! anteaer aoe Gee HE O06) cere 2.0 28 Pp Nee bic | eae es a, 

: TAT TS B55 tase eae = 00TH ee ae tee Pee O07 Se eee 1 oy 2.5 5.2 8.6 106.0 
; ft DF Ave OGB3S Heoe es. . Be bas. (0231 e imei ft ands BMG) Bek a pee aea ee FB (RO A): Cm aaa ato a 
: } Th | Oe Os po ine Wa 0GAN etna ® 25. een Orie eees S53/ 1 al a8 4.1 8.4 9.2! 109.0 
: : 1,497", 2p 786, @ | saat Mek 00g | ee teed eae oe Sia: Old) aa 2.4 3.9 4.7 OVOP ek ol eeeaia os 

“SES ee Tass |), DOO) TEAR) “ein a | Shaye les 8) oe OL atte olen 288 4.4 403 hl 1 0e eeiene |Saae 
Sie Pee eo aoe. D324 Ales S810 5 1.43 9, 446.4 tee —.019 |... .-| Dect he Nogebs O07 leo seuene 2.9 4.8 OE Sal eka ie) eae ia (RE 8 
Tit See eee DSR || BYINON CeO GEES) ee ==, 025 oi aut oo i OS 2 083 (erode END 5.1 ARUP WIS, Ieee ce | ae 
i ae Rae PBA MBu S85 Fiual 87 9b2 4,010, Bile tea) ae SIE ORI ULM Pal con. coe 8 ae a Sa eee? 4.9 Pi) sale aor ise Ol re Cs 
i ae a2 eS Sa 3, 100/24) <4; O21, 011,°2 1.80.1 4,160.0 |... SxS aiereewne Se 8 a, MTR, | ieee 2 2 3.8 5.6 Genes 1250/1 ONON ening 
‘hpi > oe Bx100%2 71/5 4-068.10 ee. LBL o 4, 0ROi “access aOR Peat au) eats me =) Py egal ae Ce | 5.7 (eal rar lee Fal ae eM a ie = 
ieee Bet Oh SM 774, OM am SD Wiig BOG, Ori biee ee = ac ane SS JUSS Toe cr hee eet as eh TR a 2.3 5.4 Te 12, Seon ya Ale eee 
ee BANOO M Nee Oo ou O- Gio. S05. Ulan an Git atten Lea aso Soll aie Joe bone ps 2.5 5.4 Cite, tT 6 ile ke ae caeeeenin 
(i 35 ee a ee SHL00 Dt ee 166; Ome O 38" 08206, Ute eee Mclean: el eas deep ne ited ee: enya 1.8 4.4 4.9 Oi 2i io Sees Deere 

TOON ite a aera 3, 100. 2 357.5 | 0.12 CTEM pt cee SL Jo Re ie (Ee 1 as | ee a re Sa 1.0 4.0 2.8 4s dc \aoeae oe 4 eae eee 
(SS GRe Gas See 2, 065. 8 409.5 | 0.19 OF ie Pe ee ESNOS1 SME eens oes 0800 It ees coe 1.0 3.8 2.8 ap eee poe ee oe 
LS See 1, 034. 4 273.5 | 0.27 Popa Ma aie 020) teeta aps ERS =i: OSL Hemet tete 1.2 3.4 1.7 BO sec eee) ee eae 
Top of pipe--.-------.- Dm Ne eee Se aes €27030)l| Rees alae ss (RSET ip cals de SSS ae ee (2 eee 3.75) W 1120 

| | » 

SOLID CONCRETE PLUG 

t {[Diameter, 32 inches] 

| Ride poi ee 81.3 101.5] 1.25 O85: Neoee oes Se Preed Wel ee wee foe 5 (ee eee ae ae ee ee habe eh Ne A ere) (Com eae rae i 

Top of pipe=0......... CURREA TS Soe Needle tah sags ee rhe eave Sad T(t yea Sa Op Es an a 
it a) een hae ae 285.3 343.0] 1.21 COAL ete Malin (Sa orale toa (bowers igen (Rare BO eee 1.0 1.5 Bil PY ia Nat (So oe 
eer ea ae 2 570. 6 306.0 | 1.41 7505 00| soma Cees RAE Se [Ga seaman [peesetes | Saie eee 11 1.8 2.9 2.6 Gio ere a 
a ee ee ik SHO OU 206.65 opty Ob .8l. fa, ee oe ee Slee ce Vegas see asa. 0.7 1.6 a7 £50 ee Babee Way ote 

; SE co a Oa TeLtee zs eat SST Onlmenl COupeclo TT ON cee ele eo eee eae ee hehe Ke kee 4.2 2.0 4.6 5.2 5.3 | 100.0 
(a SO Saeco CORR || PLEO. © aLiGs |) BLOOM ae ee ec eel ee we VA ee ie DD: 5.9 VO ek Meee 
ig, og ee i gptile 3 || SAPO — sGR) || APPAR) |S oe Pie sees ee ae Poe de aaa eee SAN SM Lp 0.9 1.9 6.8 Te Ollecen eos SS 
aL eae eee ee 1,997.1 | 3,300.0) 1.65] 3,094.0 |.....___- je eS Raa RS es (in (a in 2.4 ois 8.0 5.2| 105.0 

| 2 SE ae eee TA poy, ORCLEZ Rie @ lt oak WT onl ere ar ht Pepe Os eel |e Piva AE Niels et ee 1.2 23 SERIA 10) Onl een S| ere 
Ree Se as ND BT alma O01 Oulu INO lend 02320, | eames ee nee | oneal eat VRS. Ue ns Sree iil 9S Mag: feat, ie ea eee 
‘ee SAS REN Pca A Sewer fc | IDGUe | Mae op a tg eae eee Ap Re 29 i aT Pa VRS eT ue” § 1.4 Py Aca eee Ok Mie a PR Ba 
cli Js ee i eae Bel see aMumn OAs yall abt OVS O15 Oieuea 2. |e, mele a. ele ee beard, pate a ge 1.2 30h 12:0 1a 14.9 4.7] 103.0 
‘Da OTL - papa ete Bednar. 756 ONE 1684)" 6, B08 On) ano 5 NG erate] J. 0 oe RES Beams Paes | Mt 4h a 1.3 PAT Gu eam Peo RE ees Pe ee, 
pie es a ScADse 7a MOeSSh ON meONGS (2) 18 Olas sens a i TEL a (PR A ee Se (clas: eal Be Bee 55 1.4 3.3 7A e101 65 | ae : 
elim ogee: oe oh 3, 423. 7 801.0) 0.23 7510, | ees |e wee [eke Saeed | UN ea: Sis Rises 3.6 3.9 6:85) eee oa no 
[Op Monee We SNe ty e423) Taine Wee Os Ot 68.05 oma te eee Cg a ie 1.4 3.5 i 8.9 |ooae i 
Gas Ws ay eae Brae o came G2 Outs Till p= 339.-0))| You te Pal ae teen Me dye alee roe S. Be 1.1 3.5 1.5 TO) ee eee 
Oe 24 eee s 3, 423.7 | +201.5 | +0.05 | +188.5 |----.---- FAR ree oR ae (ee aa heed 21 eS 1.5 4.0 2.5 37 ee a Win 
een 24 eet 39193 Ng tee SOKO) p= 0526 sme SOD: Oli ine es eee eos DS ae eM eee a eee 1.8 3.7% 0.7 Ob: ese ee Se 
et EE RS S437 2600 (o-0' 02" ©7183, Or De fiasiags (ie RAE Se SPA thes SO aloe a 1.6 3.3 0.8 Os7 eae eee ee 
As Ee Os a ieee 8,423: 7 0562750) 0.18 |» 586. 0.| hoc... Bae ed | eral ats ECE CAL EN oan Rene a ae 1.3 3.4 0.8 OF 3 Reece se ae 
SU ad Ag es ORGAO ELI! EGY Cll =i) || == Oy AUN eae at eminem Ee yon| DPE beer Mien ne ase 1 (So 08s Ae sed oes 1G 2.8 1.0 0.9 4.7 105. 0 

‘ perm eranreina eme 1141-00 — 655.0 NO. 19 618. 0 |-o 12) 8 ge eee cole gels Li coer yseey | Ube bes | ee Se PEN 2 Migias } rd ase pao 
Deo Tint eek. { 163. 0 613:0 s 0. 19 74.0 ee L eee Poe ee oe i oc Pea ee 1 See OE a a ee Te Oa ete 

Mid-point ___-_.._- i 81.3 | —628.5 | —0.18 | —588.0 |_--.--_-- (eran tae he Bear ae poral. 5D (Se a ante eee Se [SOE B Seine’ 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE 3.—Results of field tests on various pipe, 100 per cent projection, sand fill—Continued 

SMOOTH IRON 

[Diameter 20 inches, 0.076 inch thick] 

: ; 0} ‘tion of diameters Cell pressures Ratio scale | goate read- Deflection of diamete I 

2 7 reading to | ingcor- |- es Weight 
Height of fill in feet VCO pee nig) see a eracrodte Moisture | per cubic weight ing weight 90-inch , 4 F foot 

- . Giamein A-A D=py 2,6 | Groun 4 

| | 

| 
Lbs. per Lbs. per 
lin. ft. lin. ft. Per cent | Pounds 

Pop Ol DIb6= Uae ae ace eee eee 0 Coal fe, Se ined Bor aot | Ow 2 ee es ee ee ae (22y 2 eee 4.7 105.0 
1 ee Oe ee eee ee 177.6 160. 5 0. 90 160. 5 —0, 014 +0. 104 2.0 3.0 Bat 5.8 less ea 
et ee me ROOT os Pei eee a “A 355, 2 316.0 . 89 316. 0 —. 145 +. 147 2.9 4.9 2,9) || 2 ee 
Bee eee r 532. 8 457.0 86 | 457.0 —. 209 +. 185 3.6 5.4 3.4 |22. 0 el 
Wie ee A eee 710.4 547.5 ea 547.5 —. 262 ++. 204 4.2 | 6.1 3:4: eens 100. 0 
Be oc Re a kes ee eee eee 888. 0 624. 5 70 | 624. 5 —.311 +. 287 5.1 7.3 4,2. \2ee08 S22) 
Gi hee ee a te ee eee 1, 065. 6 706. 5 . 67 706. 5 —. 338 +. 303 5.2 8.0 3.7 2 Lae 
7 dy ts SAE he BOE Pee Oe ee eee eee 1, 243. 2 792. 5 . 64 792. 5 —. 384 +. 356 5.8 7.8 4.2 | ese 2 4 ee 
es deve oS 1, 420.8 859. 5 . 64 $59. 5 —. 405 +. 366 6215} 9.0 4.5 6.3 100.0 
OLS UD eae ee ee eee 1, 598.4 | 925. 0 . 58 925. 0 —. 442 +. 396 6. 4 9.8 4.'3) |oae see oe | 
10-402. ne ee Ee eS eee 1, 776.5 1, 009. 0 .57 | 1, 009.0 ATT +. 424 ipl” 10.6 5.0 |i Ge be 
Le eee es ee ee 1, 953. 6 1, 098. 0 . 56 | 1, 098. 0 —. 533 +. 480 8.0 | 12.1 O53: tees eee 
12 AS eee ee a es ce oe ene aes ae 2,131.2 | 1, 176.0 . 55 1, 176.0 —. 543 +. 480 8.0 12.6 5.4 5.7 105. 0 
19. a Re ee ee eae 2 lslae y 1, 176.0 Mijas | TEL 76: —. 553 +. 493 8.3 | 12.9 6.6 \e35_ 3.2 ae ee 
Sinn SOE ee ey Se ee en oe eee 1, 420.8 | 966. 0 . 68 | 966. 0 —. 549 +. 492 Vad} 9.5 o..0..\|-Seeec. ce Ree 
) Sep Mar Puy et a 2 kode PN eet he 710. 4 | 681.0 . 96 681.0 —. 555 ++. 487 5.8 6. 2 Bon 6. 2 105. 0 
Topier pipe=d>_ =. 2 see ee 0 | peg eee O |. —.283 6, 304. | oe ae ee ae Sl 

CORRUGATED 

{Diameter 21 inches, 0.076 inch thick] 
* = 2 : 3 = TEER Eee ee» a 

0 Qs | See eh eee el re ee | ee (8)m | a5 Se oe SS ce 
187. 2 252. 2 1,35 | 240. 0 —0. 017 -+0. 018 il, 2.8 1.9 9.8 106. 0 
374. 4 486. 0 1. 30 463. 0 —. 045 +. 045 2.3 Bar! BRR eee Memes i Fon” AS 
561.6 586. 5 1.03 558. 0 -| —, 054 -+-. 057 2.8 4.1 So li Nene ee (eet AE 
748.8 784.5 1.05 746.0 | —. 069 +. 070 3.3 4.7 zat is eerie ie 
936. 0 963. 5 1.03 917.0 =. 091 | +. 088 3.9 4.9 4.1 8.5 105.0 

1,123. 2 1,418.5 . 99 1, 065. 0 —.109 | +. 103 4.6 5. 2 4.5 |st2t. =e 
1, 310. 4 1, 276.0 97 1, 215. 0 —, 127 +. 119 4.9 5.9 Dall 8.6 106.5 
1, 497. 6 1, 405. 0 . 94 1, 338. 0 —. 141 +. 134 5.2 6.3 53.0. |seoes.s 2. |e 
1, 684.8 1, 547.5 . 92 1, 472.0 | —. 163 +. 150 5.7 6.8 63:2) oe ee eee 
1, 872.0 L155. . 92 1, 632. 0 —. 198 +. 176 6.5 16d 67 | |_ 223 
2, 059. 0 1, 872.:5 .91 1, 781.0 —. 212 +. 196 7.0 Loe i al Pes See 
2, 246. 4 2, 069. 5 ~92 1, 968. 0 —, 233 +. 212 6.7 7.4 7.5 10.0 112.5 
1, 497.6 1, 757.0 1a bY G25 OM ee eon ee eee 2 ees 5.3 6.0 lboll 9. 2 115.0 

748.8 1, 299. 0 es 230 On| Sonne nee See ee eee 2.5 3.8 5.7 8.2" eee 
0 Opt eee eee Ca eet ee Se ee eet elise SS eee Sane Pee ses ces 111.0 

| 

SOLID CONCRETE PLUG 

[Diameter, 20 inches] 

ToD OL. pipe 05 kee see ee oe ee 0 Oe eee one | OO ety ee a a en Se el ee ee lll Sea 
1 eae pe aE Se ag w= = gE Ed as et es 177.6 204. 5 ile s5) 204555 oes ll See Bh ul 3.0 
Qo 2k FO ee eee oe ee ee 355. 2 438. 5 e230 yf a Sy ae ed ee 2.2 3.6 
Hope ees A Ee oe eet sane Soe Zi 532. 8 719. 5 1,35 Ue oe eer ee Re la SS 23 4.4 
GN ee Fant ee Pe eS See te ee 2 710.4 1, 016. 5 1. 43 Le O16 26 eas ee ee eee Dae fiyal 
en see Ee Re ee rede 5 et 888. 0 1, 291.0 1.45 L201 SON ee ae eee ee ee ae 2.4 4.8 
Gin co ee s Eaese 1, 065. 6 1, 524. 5 1. 43 | | O24 br Ses eS oe RE ee ee 2.3 aal 
yf Nees Be po Se RA A Be ot SE 1, 243. 2 1, 735. 0 1.39 1, 735. 0 2.6 5.9 
Or 2 Be Le a Ee eee eee) 1, 420.8 1, 949. 0 L, 37 1, 949. 0 By 5.8 
Bese ace So tee ee ee eee 1, 420. 8 1, 975. 0 1. 39 | 1, 975. 0 Baw 6.8 
1 ee = 2 1, 598. 4 2, 221.5 1. 39 | 2, 221.5 3e0 Teste | 
Lp ee er oe eee eee Se ae x 1776.0 2, 433. 0 1. 37 2, 433. 0 3.4 8.3 
alrite L 2 1, 953. 6 2, 678. 5 1.37) 2678.10 |e ee ae ee Sui 6.9 
1 ee ee ee oe ae See Se ee et 2,131. 2 2, 933. 5 1.38 PARE line |( Sepang EE Bee elie see oy, 3.4 10. 6 
Do 2 Bene ara ae oe ee ee 2,181. 2 2, 954. 5 1.39 DQ 4S Di ee ee et Sen ee 3.2 10.8 
iD oe Oe ees ae oe eee a ee 2, 131. 2 2, 934. 0 1. 38, | 2; 934..0):| Sere eee meet ere ee 4.1 inal 
2 Ba ode = eS oe see 2, 131.2 2, 989. 0 1. 40 2,980.0) hee: See eee | ner ore 4.3 10.0 
Go eae Se nee ee eke fan ene eee ee eae 1, 420.8 2, 233. 0 Teor PRP RE AU eee eee = eee tee Sa 3.9 6.6 
(ee eee eo eee eee Ek eae ee 710. 4 217.0 De 7a TDA ANU) fies See Se eRe oad 5.2 
Top of pipe=022 22. Soe) ee ee 0 0 pa 0. |e ee 0 ee ee a ee ee leo 2c.. |S. ee 

1 Average results from two tests on different pipe. In the last two columns the 
runs are indicated by a and b. 

2 Only one deflection read. 
3 Section No. 2 cracked along bottom. 
4 Section No. 2 cracked half way across top and Section No. 1 cracked on bottom. 
5 All cracks widened and material spalled off. 
6 Section No. 3 cracked on top and bottom and section No. 4 cracked on bottom. 
7 Pipe dropped 440 inch. 
8 Section on south end cracked and pipe dropped oinch. 
® Pipe dropped 1o inch. 

relation plots approximately as a straight line through- 
out, whereas the deflections of the more flexible pipe 
increase rapidly at first and then more slowly as the side 
pressure increases. 

Figure 20 shows graphically the variation in radial 
pressure on a rigid and on a flexible pipe. On the rigid 
pipe the pressure is high at the top and low at the sides. 
On the flexible pipe the pressure is slightly higher on the 
sides than on the top. This variation in pressure on the 
two pipes is to be expected when it is realized that the 
flexible pipe acquires its strength through side support. 

1 Pipe dropped ¥% inch, all cracks closing. 
11 Pipe dropped 0.1 inch in 45 minutes. 
12 Pipe dropped 0.2 inch in 30 minutes. 
13 Pipe dropped 0.3 inch in 30 minutes. 
M4 Pipe dropped 0.4 inch in 30 minutes. 
15 Pipe dropped 0.4 inch in 12 hours. 
16 Pipe dropped 0.8 inch in 45 minutes. 
17 Readings taken 2 hours after previous reading. 
18 Reading taken 12 hours after previous reading. 
19 Cell on ground at level of bottom of pipe and measuring vertical pressure. 

ATTEMPT MADE TO CORRELATE FIELD DATA AND LABORATORY 
METHODS 

Upon completion of the field tests experiments were 
undertaken in an attempt to correlate the field data 
with laboratory methods, in hope of providing some 
rational basis for design of culvert pipe. Two different 
procedures were undertaken—first, an attempt was 
made to produce in the laboratory the same radial 
pressures on the pipe as were found to exist in the field; 
second, it was attempted to produce in the laboratory 
the radial deflections obtained in the field. 
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To reproduce the radial pressures a timber box, 2% For the purpose of producing the same side pressures 
feet wide, 3% feet long, and 3} feet high, inside dimen- as in the field, the ends of the box were arranged on 
sions, was designed suitable for holding a filling material rollers so they were free to be pushed out by the de- 
and a test section of the pipe. The box was constructed flection of the pipe under load. This outward motion 
of 2)¢-inch oak timbers bolted together. was opposed by heavy box-car springs. The resistance 

The radial pressures were indicated by soil-pressure of these springs compared to the passive side pressure 
cells fastened on the test pipe at 45° intervals around in the field. Loads were applied by a testing machine 

HEIGHT OF FILL - FEET 

HEIGHT OF FILL ABOVE TOP OF PIPE - FEET 

2000 3000 

LOAD - POUNDS PER LINEAL FOOT 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

VERTICAL DEFLECTION - INCHES 

Fieure 17.—VeErtTicaL Loaps TRANSMITTED TO 20-INCH Pipz Ficure 19.—RELATION BETWEEN HEIGHT or FILL AND DEFLEC- 
(CORRECTION MADE FOR VARIATION FROM 20 INcHES),100 PeR =‘ TION FoR 20-1NcH Prin, 100 Per Centr PROJECTION AND SAND 
CENT PROJECTION CoNDITION, BY VARIOUS HEIGHTS OF SAND Fitt. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE THICKNESS OF 
Fiut. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE THICKNESS PIPE 
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FigurE 18.— RELATION BETWEEN HEIGHT OF FILL AND DEFLEC- FrGuRE 20.—RESULTS OF SoIL-PRESSURE CELL READINGS ON A 

“HEIGHT OF FILL ABOVE TOP OF PIPE - FEET HEIGHT OF FILL ABOVE TOP OF PIPE - FEET 

TION FOR 30-1NCH Pips, 100 PER CenT PROJECTION CONDITION RiGip AND A FLEXIBLE 30-1NCH Pipx, 100 Per Cent Prosec- 
AND SAND Fitu. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE THICK- TION, SAND Fintt. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE 
NESS OF PIPE. THICKNESS OF PIPE 

its circumference. Holes were bored in the sides of to the top of the box through an I-beam leverage 
the box for the flexible air hose and electric wires leading system. 
to the pressure cells. The pipe was placed in the box The tests were made on a section of smooth iron 
with its length at right angles to the sides and with pipe 30 inches in diameter and having a thickness of 
its bottom resting on the bottom of the box. The filling 0.109 inch, and also on a section of steel tube 30 inches 
material was a well-graded dry sand and was placed in diameter with a thickness of 0.349 inch. There was 
around the pipe and to a depth of 6 inches over it. a wide discrepancy between the pressures and deflec- 
The top of the box through which loads were to be tions obtained by this method and those obtained in 
applied was made of 2%-inch oak timber reinforced with the field, and it was decided that field conditions could 
t-inch steel plates. not be simulated with the apparatus. 
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A SECOND METHOD OF SIMULATING FIELD CONDITIONS PRODUCES 
UNSATISFACTORY RESULTS 

A new apparatus was devised (fig. 22) in an attempt 
to produce the same radial deflection as found in the 
field by applying restraint at the 30° point and a load 
on the top of the pipe. It was desired to compare this 
load with the load producing the same deflections in 
the field. 
Oak timbers were placed along the outside of the 

test pipe parallel to its longitudinal axis and spaced 30° 
apart. The timbers were held in place by %4-inch steel 
radial rods threaded at each end and agile with 
lock nuts, which had bearing on the longitudinal 

Yu wo 

Figure 21.—APpparRATUS USED IN TEST WITH SAND BEARING 

timbers. By tightening or loosening the nuts, the 
desired radial deflections could be induced in the test 
pipe. Loads were applied to the top of the pipe by 
means of a cantilever arrangement. Tests were made 
on a 30-inch steel tube having a thickness of 0.349 inch. 

A vertical load corresponding to a fill height of 6 feet 
was first applied, and the horizontal deflection was 
adjusted to the corresponding field value. The load 
was then increased to produce the vertical deflection 
corresponding to a 6-foot fill. With these two diam- 
eters corresponding to the field values, an attempt was 
made to adjust the other 30° diameters to correspond 
with the field values. After a number of manipu- 
lations it was found impossible to get the desired 
deflections. 

No further attempt was made to correlate the field 
data with a laboratory method, with the idea of obtain- 
ing a practical rational design for culvert pipes, but a 
‘suggested procedure may be found under the heading 
‘Application of results to design of rigid pipe discussed.”’ 

Because of the theoretical as well as the practical 
significance, some data were obtained to determine the 
resulting changes in the scale reading values effected 
by lowering the test pipes through small increments. 
These experiments were performed only on the concrete 
pipes and the solid plugs. 

APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO DESIGN OF RIGID PIPE DISCUSSED 

A study of the data obtained from these experiments 
indicates that the magnitude of the earth pressure 
transmitted to the pipe is to a large degree a function 
of the flexibility or deflection of the pipe. If the pipe 
is of such rigidity that its deflection is equal to the 
settlement of the adjacent fill, the value of A—ratio 
of the earth pressure to the weight of the earth prism 
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directly over the pipe—will be unity; that is, the load 
carried by the pipe will be equal to the weight of the 
prism of earth vertically above the pipe. If this 
rigidity is increased, the load carried will also be in- 
creased whereas if the rigidity is decreased the earth 
pressure transmitted to the pipe will be decreased. 

Comparing Figure 18, which shows the relation be- 
tween height of earth fill and the vertical deflections 
for the five types of pipe arranged in their order of 
flexibility, and Figure 16, which shows the relation 
between height of earth fill and the pressures, we 
obtain a graphical proof of this conclusion. 

In discussing the influence of the results of this in- 
vestigation upon the design of culvert pipe, it 1s neces- 
sary to divide culverts into two types, which must be 
separately considered. The first type, known as rigid- 
type culverts, may be defined as those culverts made of 
such material that their structural failure is evidenced 
by fracture of the material. The second, flexible- 
type culverts, are those culverts made of such material 
that their structural failure is not evidenced by fracture 
of the material but rather by extreme change in shape 
or cross section. 

For the rigid-type culverts a method of design may 
be used based on data obtained from this investiga- 
tion. This method of design, is based upon the as- 
sumption that the limiting or ultimate load from a 2 
or 3 point bearing test when multiphed by some factor 
will equal the limiting or ultimate load in actual em- 
bankment conditions. 

The relation between vertical deflections and em- 
bankment loads per lineal foot of pipe for the 30-inch 
cast-iron pipe is shown in Table 3 and Figure 18. 

Figure 23 shows the deflections obtained for the same 
pipe under a 3-point bearing load. The ratios of em- 

FIGURE 22.—APPARATUS USED IN MULTIPLE-POINT LOADING 

bankment loads to the 3-point bearing loads and are 
shown in Table 4. 

TaBLe 4.—Ratios of load on 30-inch cast-iron pipe to 3-point 
bearing load producing equal deflections 

Weight of} | Load per | P P 
earth per P lineal foot Hato ve Raven 

| Equal lineal foot| FTeSSUres| “of pine | Welghtof| eart 
ede: Height of pipe | Pe lineal | feos aout earth to | pressure | 
Hosealnc: fill directly | foot of | point | 3-point | to 3-point 

Aran pipe bearing | bearing | bearing 
pipe | Dyce | load load 

—_—_—— — — | — 

Inches Feet Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
0,014 | 2 571 730 SHLD || 1. 523 1.95 

. 030 4 1,141 1, 445 775 1,472 1, 80 

. 048 6 1, 712 2,160 1,275 | 1.343 UTR: 

. 065 8 2, 202 2, 831 1, 700 1, 295 1.69 

. O88 10 2, 853 3, 680 2, 250 1. 268 1. 64 
lor 12 | 3,424 4,350 | 2,725 1, 256 1.62 | 
| | | 

= ay ost 
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Using a proper ratio or factor the ultimate strength 
of any rigid pipe as determined by the 3-point bearing 
test can be converted into its equivalent load-carrying 
capacity for earth embankments. 
It is possible to calculate the ratio of the load under 

3-point loading to the weight of earth over pipe pro- 

8 - 

SECOND TEST 

LOAD PER LINEAL FOUT OF PIPE - THOUSAND POUNDS 

0 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 .40 

DEFLECTION Of PIPE - INCHES 

FiGurRE 23.—DEFLECTIONS OF 30-INCH PLAIN CAST-IRON PIPE, 
1 Incu Tuick anp 25 Frnt Lona UNDER 3-PoINT LOADING 

ducing the same deflection (F , with equation 17 of 

Appendix IJ, which is given as 

(1.06 — =x HEX ‘3 

In this equation, 
* 1—sin ¢ 

er} Sin p 

én =vertical deflection of pipe due to embankment load. 
e, =vertical deflection from 3-point bearing load. 
K=ratio of earth pressure sustained by pipe to weight 

of earth prism directly over the pipe. 
P=load per lineal foot of pipe obtained from 3-point 

bearing method. 
W=weight of embankment per lineal foot of pipe. 

If we assume for the internal angle of friction, ¢ = 42 
q becomes 0.2. 

Applying equation 17 with above assumptions, mak- 
ing é; =e, and noting that A=1.27 for cast-iron pipe, 
we obtain for the ratio 

7 
70-607, or pa 

This value is larger than those obtained from the 
experimental data as given in Table 4, and is, of course, 
dependent on the pecuiied value of o. 

This method gives a maximum height of fill with no 
consideration of a proper factor of safety. Since the 
reliability of this method depends upon the uniformity 
of the material of which the pipe is composed, it seems 
logical to suggest that some factor of safety be used in 
determining the safe height of fill for rigid pipe when 
designed according to this method. 

=ratio of lateral load to vertical load. 

1.65. 

ADDITIONAL DATA NEEDED TO DESIGN FLEXIBLE TYPES OF PIPE 

The above method can not be applied to flexible 
types of pipe. Three-point bearing tests on flexible 
pipe when compared with actual embankment loads 

show that there is no one factor that can be used to 
determine field loading from laboratory loading. This 
is due to the fact that the structural strength of flexible 
pipe in the 2 or 3 point bearing test is only a part of its 
load-carrying capacity, the remaining portion being 
due to side support which is developed as passive pres- 
sure on the sides of the pipe. 

From this investigation it seems reasonable to con- 
clude that had the embankments been carried to suffi- 
cient height to cause structural failure of the flexible 
types of pipe, this failure would have resulted from 
excessive deflection. If this is true, then the logical 
method of design for pipes of this type must be based 
upon a law of deflections, which might be obtained from 
data observed on a large number of actual installations. 

APPENDIX | 

NOTES RELATIVE TO VERTICAL PRESSURES ON PIPE 
CULVERTS 

By WILLIAM CAIN, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics, University of North 
Carolina 

An apparatus for determining the coefficients of 
friction and cohesion of earth is shown in Figure 1, 
where the pull Q’, starting at zero, finally attains the 
value Q pounds, when shear of the sand (or earth) 
along the surface AB of one square foot is “impending.” 
Let P,, be the total normal load on this area AB and 
for the case where the pull Q’ is less than Q, let f’ equal 
friction per unit of P,, and c’ equal the cohesion per unit 
area (AB). Then an approximate load—friction— 
cohesion relation is expressed by the formula, 

Figure 1B represents the case where the pull has reached 
its maximum, Q, and the coefficients f’ and c’ have 
likewise reached their maximum values, f and c, called 
respectively the coefficients of friction and cohesion. 
We have now 

Wet Deca Der eer a (2) 
As Q’ varies from 0 to Q, f’ and c’ vary from 0 to f, ¢, 
but the relative variation of f’ and c’ isunknown. For 

COHESION IN DISCUSSING 
AND FRICTION 

FiagureE 1.—DraGram USED 

example,if Q’ =3Q,f’ and c’ may not be $f, 3c, respective- 
ly, but Equation 1 must always hold. In experiment- 
ng with the apparatus shown in Figure 1, the values 
of Q have been recorded for a succession of loads IP 
tate the results plotted as shown in Figure 2 for a typical 
case, the values of P, being laid off as abscissas and 
the corresponding values of Q as ordinates. A straight 
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line can be drawn to nearly pass through the plotted 
points and represented by the equation, 

Chetan Oli Us eee ee see (3) 

This fact has been noted by English and French exper- 
inenters (/).! 

It is desirable that the earth or sand used in the 
experiment be homogeneous or readjustments of the 
grains May occur in increasing the pulls. This homo- 
cenuity may possibly be attained by simply shaking 
before applying the loads, but it seems that 1t could 
more certainly be accomplished by a uniform tamping, 
say, with one of the weights. 

By comparing equations 2 and 3, it is seen that 
f=tan ¢=slope of straight line, and c¢, the coefficient 

FicgurRE 2.—GRAPHICAL REPRESEN- 
TATION OF RELATION BETWEEN 
@ AND P, 

of cohesion is equal to 6, the intercept on the axis of Q. 
The angle ¢ is called the angle of friction or the angle 
of internal friction. It is always less than the angle 
of repose when c¢ is not zero, being equal to it only 
when c=0, corresponding to perfectly dry, clean sand. 
By measuring the y-intercept and computing tan 
from the diagram, the values of ¢ and f can be found 
for sand, or earth containing any mixture of sand and 
clay, and with various percentages of moisture. Tests 
made on the bank sand used for the fill over the pipe 
culverts, showed that as the percentage of moisture in- 
creased from 0.4 to 10.9 per cent ¢ varied from 10 to 30 
pounds per square foot, and ¢ varied from 42° to 45°. 
For the clay filling with 21 per cent moisture, Q was 
41 degrees and ¢ was 225 pounds per square foot. 

Although the formula Q’=f’P,+c’ approximately 
expresses the relation between pressure and shear re- 
sistance in earth fills, experiments disclose that this 
shear resistance does not develop before there is ap- 
preciable tangental displacement along a plane of 
rupture. Prior to rupture any granular material behaves 
like an imperfectly elastic body with low modulus of 
elasticity. Within such body, stresses depend upon 
deformation. Hence the proper treatment of the 
problem is to treat the system—culvert and fill—as a 
statically indeterminate combination of elastic bodies. 

In order to get a rough conception of existing con- 
ditions one can disregard the elasticity of the fill and 
introduce a variable coefficient of friction along more or 
less arbitrary planes starting with a value of zero for no 
deformation and increasing to full value when dis- 
placements are important enough to produce shear. 

UNEQUAL SETTLEMENT IN FILLS DISCUSSED 

Let, us next consider an embankment of earth (fig. 3) 
having a level surface and a level foundation, ether 

1 Italic numbers in mireitheles refer to pitttogcashy: at end of article. 

rigid or uniformly compressible, the earth extending 
indefinitely in all directions. Imagine the earth divided 
by vertical planes so as to make prisms h feet high and 
1 foot square in cross section. Then, if wis the average 
weight in pounds per cubic foot of the earth, the weight 
of each prism is wh pounds. This weight is transmitted 
vertically to the foundation. There is a horizontal or 
lateral earth pressure / on each vertical plane which 
is given by a known formula (5). 

Under the conditions assumed, there is no sliding 
along vertical planes and thus no friction or cohesion 
can be exerted in a vertical direction along them. 
But, suppose the foundation under one of these prisms 
to give way entirely, then its weight is almost wholly 
transmitted to the sides through ‘the friction, Hf and 
the cohesion, ch 1, exerted upward on each of the 
inclosing vertical sides of the prism. The theory is 
sunilar to that used in the design of bins or for tunnels 
in earth excavated by use of poling boards. 

Again, if the foundation gives a minute amount, but 
more in some places than others, then some of the weight 
of the prisms that sink most will be transferred to the 
sides, though the, full friction and cohesion may not 
be exerted. The vertical pressures on a culvert are not 
uniform, even for the width of the roadway, but for 
this central position of greatest height, it is on the side of 
safety to assume the weight vertically transmitted, as 
it should be near the center of this portion. This will 
be assumed in the following discussion, where the 
vertical pressure on one lineal foot of pipe, just under 
the center of the roadway, is alone considered. 

Let us next consider the case of the pipe culvert 
shown in Figure 4. Assume the concrete walls, just 
touching the pipe, to be rigid and let the outside diame- 
ter of the pipe be 6 feet. On account of the compression 
of the earth varying with the depth, the weight of 

SURFAGE OF EARTH 

why 

I ¥ 

FOUNDATION 

‘FIGURE 3.—EartH EMBANKMENT DI- 
VIDED INTO PRISMS 

earth per cubic foot varies nearly uniformly from the 
earth surface to the top of the pipe in the distance, h 
feet. Therefore the average weight, w, will be that at 
about the depth h/2, and the weight of earth vertically 
over the pipe will be wbh. It is difficult to ascertain w. 
It is always greater than the measured weight of earth 
as deposited because of the compression. The value 
can not be determined by removing the fill to a depth 
of h/2 and weighing a sample as clayey earth tends to 
recover its shape when the load is removed—in fact, 
the clay experimented with acted as if it was perfectly 
elastic. The weight, w, also increases with h; however, 
in the theory which follows, w is always assumed to be 
the true average for the height, though necessarily in 
plotting the results of experiments for sand, only the 
weights of the ear rth well shaken, as first deposited were 

2 See auation 2 2 on p. 183 involving both c and f. When c equals zero the coun 
reduces to the familiar Rankine formula. 

“kg 
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plotted. Let us call KW the vertical pressure actually to the height, h, and the sliding, e—e’. The coefficients 
sustained on a horizontal plane of width 6 through the /’, c’, can not exceed f, ¢ (see Eq. 2), for which e—e’ = 
top of the pipe. Tor the case represented by Figure 4, 0.35 inch, as shown by experinients with the apparatus 
the pipe deflects under its load, the prism of earth ver- illustrated in Figure 1, since the sliding reached that 
tically over it sinks, and it then exerts friction and cohe- amount just before continuous motion was attained 
sion, in amount, f’H+c’h, along the vertical sides of when f’ and c’ attained their maximum values, f, c. 
the prism. Hence, part of the weight of the prism is Thus, as the height of fill increases, the values of f’ 
held up by the earth outside of the prism and A W<wbh. and c’ vary, passing through zero at h=h’ and then 

Unfortunately, we have no means of estimating f’ and increasing as h further increases, but rarely reaching 
ce’. They increase with the deflection and, thus, with the maxima f and c, since the sliding, e—e’ =(.35 inch 
the height of fill; but they can never exceed the limit- is rarely attained for a culvert pipe. 
ing values fandc. It is not even tacitly assumed that |The modified bin formula (5, p. 210) would apply to 
the vertical sides of the prism are surfaces of rupture. the case of Ficure 8 if f’ and ec’ were known, which is, 
The surfaces of rupture are unknown and would be of : 
no use if they were known. It is only stated that the 
condition for equilibrium of this vertical prism is, 
KW=wbh—2(f’E+ch). 

Again, nothing is said of the distribution of AW 
upon the horizontal plane on which it acts. It is not 
uniformly distributed, but it is symmetrically placed as 
regards the top of the pipe. The simple theory used 
does not require a knowledge of how the transfer of load 
to the vertical sides is effected, nor what path it follows 
outside the prism; but if we imagine the prism over the 
pipe to be divided up into thin vertical prisms; then, in 
going from a vertical plane through the top of the pipe 
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toward the sides, each little prism transfers a part of its | 
weight to the next prism through friction and cohesion 
and transfers, besides, the load transferred to it, so that wh 
the sides of the prism vertically over the pipe ulti- A 
mately receive the total transfer, which amounts to Ei 
2(f/H+c’h). These general remarks are made to ee: vELz 
explain similar actions in other cases that follow. FECT { { féror 

VARIOUS CULVERT CONDITIONS ANALYZED ml ; 

Let us now consider the cases shown in Figures 5, 6» h>h 
and 7, where the pipe is entirely surrounded by earth 
The supposed sliding along the planes BD, B’D’ TSA YSN 
equals the difference in deflection, e—e’. In Figure 5, Figure 7.—Conpition or Finn WuEre h>h’ 
when h =0, e=0 and the sliding of the earth to the right 
of BD is downward and in amount, e’—e=e’, and the unfortunately, not the case. This formula, for ¢=0, for 
cofficients of friction and cohesion are f’, c’, correspond- a long pipe, reduces to, 
ing; for, as proved by the experiments made in con- phe 2k’ f’ 
nection with Figure 1, f’ and c’ vary with e’ —e or the Vb= 577 (i FA ) 
amount of sliding. 2K" f 

Next, suppose / to increase from h=0 to h=h’ (h’ Where V=vertical unit pressure at top of pipe in 
represents height of fill where e’ is equal to e as shown pounds per square foot, 
in Figure 6) and f’ and c’ are both zero, since now b=mean diameter of pipe in feet, 
there is no sliding along BD. For the case of Figure 7, h=depth of fill over pipe in feet, 
where h> h’, e> e’, as h increases beyond the limit w=weight of earth in pounds per cubic foot, 
h’, e—e’ increases from zero and f’ and c’ increase from f’ =coefficient of friction actually exerted along 
zero (at h=h’) to the values f’ and c’, corresponding BD, B’ D’ of Figure 7, 
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k’ =ratio of horizontal to vertical unit pressure, 
K is used as previously defined, and 

e=2.71828, the Napierian base. 
In the experiment on a smooth 30-inch iron pipe, 

thickness 0.109 inch, 100 per cent projection, for which 

w=106 pounds per cubic foot, on assuming k’ f’=0.13, 
this formular reduces to, 

ae 77 1 
50( 4 ~ 50.10% 

The results from this formula agree very well with 
those given by the weighing apparatus from h=h’=2 
feet to h=12 feet. 

For the bank sand, ¢ = 42°, therefore f’ = tan ¢=0.900 
,,_1-s and k/=—— inc - $ 

k’f’=0.18 and the resulting formula does not agree 
with the experiments. The discrepancy was very much 
greater for a thick cast-iron pipe, where k’f’ had to 
be assumed equal to 0.04 for the vertical pressures to 
agree with those given by the weighing apparatus. 
The mean diameter of the pipe was 30 inches, and its 
thickness 1 inch, so that its deflection was very small. 
Hence e—e’ is very small and it should be expected 

Vb= 2,5 

=(.2, by Rankine’s formula; then 
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Figure 8.—D1AaGRraM USED TO ILLUS- 
TRATE EFFECT OF SIDE SUPPORT 

that f’ would be smaller than tan ¢. Thus, if k’f’ =0.2f’ 
=().04, then f’=0.2, which is much less than the max- 
mum value, tan ¢=0.9. 

This is in agreement with the contention that f’ can 
not be assumed equal to tan ¢, but that it varies with 
the amount of sliding along the walls BD, B’D’, and 
thus varies with h. Assuming f’ to be constant in the 
formula, assuming an average value for the depth of 
fill considered, and the formula is not exact for any 
depth. For the cast-iron pipe, it was found from the 
results with the weighing apparatus that the depth of 
fill for which the vertical pressure on the top of the 
pipe was exactly equal to the weight of earth above it 
was 3 to 4 feet. Thus, h’=3 feet to 4 feet, for which 
depth, f’=0. 

When a thick cast-iron pipe or a solid plug was 
entirely buried, it was found that there was no limit to 
the value of h’, so that the case of Figure 5 was alone 
in evidence. In that case, for an assumed average /’, 
the sign of f’ must be changed. The formula is easily 
written and reduced, but, as for the previous case 
(h>h’), to apply it, the value of f’ (or k’f’) must be 
known. As this depends on the relative deflection, 
e’—e, it is unknown, and the formula is of little value 
for design. 

In Figure 8, the pipe is supported on its lower half 
by concrete. In this case, for equal values of h, the 
value of e’ should be about half the value shown in 

Figure 5, since e’ represents the compression of the 
column of earth from B to the concrete. As before, 
when e’>e, then KW>wbh. The support given the 
pipe by the concrete under it is advisable in practice 
to avoid breaking, particularly with an irregular 
foundation. If there is no concrete under the pipe, but 
vertical walls of concrete extend up to the mid-point, 
the case is similar to some of the 50 per cent projection, 
tests except that in the tests, the walls did not touch the 
pipe which was supported by columns and not by 
earth. For the case of Figure 8, where the pipe rests 
on a cradle of concrete; or, as in the experiments, 
where concrete walls only are used, h’ must be greater 
than in the case of Figure 6, for since e’ =e, the shorter 
column of earth from B to the concrete wall, will 
require a greater weight and therefore a greater h to 
compress it the same amount. But, as e increases with 
h, the h’ for Figure 8 will be less than double that for 
Figure 6. 

Figure 7 represents a most important case, where 
h>h’ and consequently e>e’. Therefore the prism 
of earth vertically over the pipe sinks more than the 
earth outside of this prism, hence part of the weight 
of this prism is transferred outside, the reasoning being 
precisely that pertaining to Figure 4 and, 

KW=wbh—2 (f’ E+¢e’ h) 

The load actually on the top of the pipe, AW, is less 
than the weight of earth, whh, vertically over it. The 
values of f’ and c’ vary with the height A. Thus their 
values, from certain finite values when h is small, 
diminish to zero for h=h’ and then increase with h. 

There are many cases recorded of broken pipes, but 
it has been stated that a corrugated pipe under a 
40-foot fill, although badly deformed, yet preserved a 
channel for the water. Evidently, nearly all the 
weight of earth over the pipe was transferred to the 
sides. This theory shows that it is advisable in prac- 
tice either to build walls of concrete or compacted 
gravel on either side of a pipe culvert and touching it, 
or, at least, to compact the earth very thoroughly on 
either side and under the pipe. 

THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS SUPPORTED BY EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The theory for arch culverts is very similar to that 
for pipes, e’ being the compression of a vertical column 
of earth just outside the arch reaching from the top 
of the abutment to the level of the upper side of the 
crown and e being the deflection of the crown. Then, 
as for the pipe, according as h<h’, h=h’, h>h’, we 
shall have AW >wbh, KW=wbh, KW<wbh, respec- 
tively, where } is the span of the extrados and K W is 
the actual vertical load transmitted to the horizontal 
plane of width 6 passing through the highest point of 
the extrados. With our present knowledge, h’ can 
only be found by experiment. 

The above conception of the interaction of pipe 
culverts and fills is sustained by the experiments with 
sand filling conducted at Chapel Hill, N. C., in 1924- 
1927. 

As the sand in the interior of the fill must necessarily 
have been compressed by the weight of the material 
above it, it must weigh more per cubic foot than origi- 
nally; or w is somewhat greater than was assumed 
for the well shaken sand. If this correction could be 
made, the effect would be to diminish h’ and the line 
representing the weights of earth vertically above the 
pipe would more nearly coincide with the curve of 
vertical pressures on the pipe up to h=h’. 
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In the experiments, the weights recorded on the 
scales included the weight of earth over the pipe up 
to the level of the crown. This weight was subtracted 
to obtain K W, the actual vertical pressure on the plane 
through the top of the pipe, 6 feet wide. Then the 
experiments proved, as theory indicates, that for 

h<h’, KW>wbh, K>1, 
h=h’, KW=wbh, K=1, 
h>h’, KW<wbh, K<1. 

For the clay filling the weights per cubic foot were 
roughly the same for a cube of the earth cut from the 

ORIGINAL SURFACE 
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Figure 9.—Dr1aGcram USED 1N Dis- 
CUSSING PRESSURE ON PirE DuRING 
PLACING AND REMOVAL OF FILL 

top of the rolled fill as for the earth when the fill had 
been removed to any level. The clay recovered its 
original shape. In fact, as a heavy road roller passed 
over it, the clay was seen to sink an inch or more and 
then rise to its original level. Of course, for any fill, 
the weight per cubic foot in the interior is greater 
than at the surface after rolling, on account of the com- 
pression, but this is not shown by the weighing of a 
cube of earth cut out at the level to which the fill was 
removed, on account of the recovery of shape. The 
trench condition called for placing the pipe in a trench 
about 3.5 feet wide and extending 4.15 feet above 
the top of the pipe and then filling in with loose earth 
and completing the fill as usual. The pressures are 
less than before because of the increased sinking of 
the earth over the pipe, causing rubbing along vertical 
planes, so that much of the weight of the earth verti- 
cally over the pipe is transferred by friction and cohe- 
sion to the sides. 
When both sand and clay fill was being removed, 

the vertical pressures recorded on the scales was 
ereater than when the fill was being raised for any 
given height. To explain this, suppose the distorted 
pipe in Figure 9A not to have its elasticity impaired; 
then as earth is removed (fig. 9B), the pipe will tend 
to recover its form. To effect this, the pipe will have 
to push up the (shaded) mass of earth vertically over 
it; but this is resisted, not only by the weight of this 
mass, but also by the resistance to upward motion, 
2(Ef’+c’h), along its sides due to friction and cohe- 
sion, which always oppose the motion. It is plain 
now that an increase in the vertical pressure on the 
pipe, for the same h, in lowering the fill over that in 
raising 1t, could have been predicted. 

All of the preceding results show that the deflection 
of the pipe is a leading factor in the theory of the vertical 
pressure actually exerted on the pipe. Its influence 
should be more pronounced the thinner the pipe. ‘The 
simple theory advanced has a practical value in showing 
that the case of Figure 7 is the least advantageous one 
in that there is less of the weight of the earth over the 

pipe transferred to the sides than for the cases illustrated 
by Figures 4 and 8. At least 90° of the circumference 
of any pipe should bear on the ground or on concrete, 
and any earth under it or on its sides should be well 
tamped. The conditions shown in Figure 8 are very 
favorable, particularly if the side walls are carried up 
as high as the pipe. 

For sewer trenches cut out of consolidated ground, a 
working space on either side of the pipe will necessarily 
have to be allowed; but, otherwise, the trench should be 
as narrow as possible. Thus, in Figure 7, let the verti- 
cal planes tangent to the pipe represent the sides of the 
trench in consolidated ground; then, since e’ is the de- 
flection of the hard ground, caused only by the part of 
the weight of the loose earth filled in over the pipe that 
is transferred to the sides, e’ is practically zero, and the 
weight transferred isa maximum. But, as the width of 
the trench increases, e’ will increase, since, now, it 
represents the deflection of loose earth; the weight 
transferred will decrease (by the preceding theory) and 
thus, the load actually carried by the pipe increases. 
It is thus highly desirable in practice to make the 
trench as narrow as a proper working space will allow 
and to have its sides vertical. 

APPENDIX II 

STRESSES AND. DEFLECTIONS OF PIPE CULVERTS 

By WILLIAM CAIN, Professor eee of Mathematics, University of North 
arolina 

The pressure cell readings give pressures over a small 
area and not average values over a much larger area; 
they are sometimes erratic; still they give information 
of great value. Thus, although a, the unit load at 
the crown of the pipe as determined by cell 4 reading 
(fig. 1), exceeds Kwh, as given by the weighing machine 
by from 0 to 50 per cent for the various pipes tested, 
nevertheless the variation in lateral stress on a vertical 
plane is clearly indicated by cell readings 1 and 7, 2 and 
6, 3 and 5; a, the unit lateral stress diminishing in 
going up or down from the ends of the horizontal 
diameter somewhat as represented in the diagram. 

SURFACE OF FILL 

OF 1.— DISTRIBUTION 
HoriIzONTAL PRESSURE ON SIDE 
oF PIPE 

FIGURE 

As a cell reading gives the normal component in 
pounds per square inch, let n equal this normal com- 
ponent at cell 3, then to find a, consider the right prism 

of earth ABC of Figure 2, with a length of 1 inch 
perpendicular to the plane of the drawing and the sides 
AB and BC 1 inch in length. Then AC=-j2 inches. 
The prism is considered as having no weight (to corre- 
spond to infinitesimal dimensions). Resolving the 
three forces in equilibrium perpendicular to AC, we 
have, 
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ae 1 
(a, +a2) cos 45°=n-72, since cos 45° = Je’ we have 

Ay =2n—- ay 
The component of the stress on AC acting parallel to 
AC is carried by the friction of earth on cell. At the 
level of cells 3 or 5, the value of a; was taken as the 
reading of cell 4 approximately. 
The same formula for dj, the unit pressure on a 

vertical plane applies to readings of cells 1 and 7. 
However, if we use the full vertical pressure at this 
depth for the value of a, the value of a) is negative in 
half the cases. It is then certain that this full. value of 
a, is never exerted over this lower part of the pipe. 

In view of the uncertainties, @ was assumed to vary 
somewhat as in Figure 1, though for ease of computa- 
tion, the forces acting on the pipe are taken as in Figure 
3. Here, for brevity, w’=Kw, a=cos ¢,, ON=ra. 
Then, the vertical unit load, Kwh=w’h, acts on the 
pipe from B to A and the vertical reaction acts on the 
pipe from A to J, though both are drawn as if acting 
on horizontal planes. Similarly, the average lateral 

FIGURE 2.—PRESSURES ON ELEMEN- 
TARY Prism OF FILL 

thrust, q’ Kwh=quw’h, acts along the pipe from I to J, 
though drawn as if acting on a vertical plane. 
No lateral stress is assumed to act on BI or JD. 

When ¢,= BOI = DOJ is less than 30°. the error is small 
for IB and negligible for JD, under which the earth is 
not well tamped, so that on JD, there is very little 
horizontal or vertical pressure. 

In the formulas to be derived for thin circular pipes 
of 1-inch length let, 

r=mean radius in inches, 
b=2r=mean diameter in inches, 
t= thickness of pipe in inches, 

[= at! =moment of inertia of a normal section 

of a pipe about its neutral axis, 
Create inches from top of pipe to surface 

of 
w= weight in pounds per cubic inch of earth fill, 
K=ratio of weight of earth actually sustained 

by the upper half of pipe to the weight of 
earth vertically over it, 

= Kw, so that the actual vertical load on pipe, 
assumed uniformly distributed on a hori- 
zontal plane through the top of the pipe, 
is, » Kwh = wh per square inch, 

1 iT his si same e formul: aisa 1 special case of the general formula 31, p. 83 of Cain’s Earth 
Pressure Walls and Bins. 

q=ratio of lateral load to vertical load, hence, 
qu’h=horizontal load in pounds per square inch 

on a vertical plane, 

E=modulus of elasticity of pipe in pounds per 
square inch, 

The loads being symmetrical with respect to the 
vertical diameter, the thrusts R; and R, at B and D are 
horizontal. 

M;, Mc, and Mp represent moments at B, C, and 
D, counter clockwise moments being taken as positive. 

The moment of Rk, about C=R,xBF=R, (r—r cos 
¢), which is likewise the moment about C’=R, x BE, 
if ¢=BOC’; for then, (r—r cos ¢)=BO+OE, since ¢ 
is now an obtuse angle. 

The moment of the vertical load about C is, 

—whx CEXZCF=-w'hXr sin xr sin ¢=—-= 

w'hr? sin? ¢. For C’ the load on BAC’ is that on BA 
minus the reaction on AC’. As the latter balances the 
load on CA, the moment about C’ is the same as that 

about C or — 5’ hresin® @ (clockwise and _ therefore 

negative). For any point C’’ on JD, where 6=BOC”, 
the vertical load on BAC” equals the vertical load on 
BI, since the reaction on AJ balances the load on AI. 
The load on BI=w’hr sin ¢ and its lever arm about 

4g (5 sin ¢;—7 sin 6) so that its moment about C’’ 

1 f eile. ws 
is, w’hr? sin (5 sin ¢,—sin ¢)- This gives a positive 

or counter-clockwise moment when ©’ is to the night 
of the vertical through the center of gravity of the load 
on BI and a negative moment when C”’ is to the left of 
this vertical, as should be the case. 

For the lateral forces; the load on BIC =qw’h (r cos 

éi—r cos ¢), and its lever arm about C is, 5 cos 

¢,—r cos >), so that its moment about C is —50'he® 

(a—cos ¢)’, on substituting for brevity a=cos 4. 
When ¢=BOC’, the same formula applies, since (7 cos 
¢1—7 CO8 j= NOLORE NE. For a point C’-onude 
(6=BOC’’), the lateral load on BAC” is the total, 
quh. GN=2 quw’hr cos ¢,, and its lever arm is OK= 
r cos ¢, giving a moment about C’’, 2qw’har? cos 4, 
which is negative since cos ¢ is negative. 

In summing the moments for the entire are BAD, the 
limits of the integrations must be carefully attended to. 
The sum is, 

[Mae = [Mote + See (1—cos ¢)do— ("5 w’ hr’ sin? $, 

do+ “whe? sin (5 sin ¢,—sin 6) d¢— 
71 

$1 
| 5 qw'hr? (a—2a cos ¢+cos® $) d+ 

G1 

(ie GU alt GOS;0.0 6. 32. 
w-$1 

This expression, which is proportional to the relative 
rotation of the cross sections of the pipe at B and D 
is zero, since these sections, on account of symmetry 
about a vertical diameter, remain vertical. 

Thus, [tas =0 
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Further, the horizontal Sapeeree of B as to D 
is zero. In the displacement theory (see any book on 
arch theory) the origin is always taken at the end 
supposed free and the moment at each point, C, C’ 
or C’’, is multiplied by the ordinate at that point 
perpendicular to the supposed displacement. Thus, 
if D is regarded as the fixed end and B as the free end, 
the ordinate in question is the vertical distance from 
B to C (or C’ or C’”’), r(1—cos ¢); and the theory 
gives the displacement of B relative to D as, 

ain era —cos ¢) ds= nr, —cos ¢) dg=0, 

since, ds=d(rd) =rd¢. 

Since, | ‘Mas =0, this reduces to 

[il cos 6 do=0 Tlgree os te PS. Gatien (3) 
Similarly, the EOS displacement of B as to A, 

regarded as fixed, 1 

Lastly, by the same rule, the decrease of the vertical 
diameter is, 

a =, Gist Peat ee eg ee (5) 
We now proceed to integrate Equation 2, placed 

equal to zero, giving: 
: 0 Log? <td raped ee ee 

aM,z+Rhyr| ¢—sin ¢ es w’ hr? 37g sin 2¢ 

+w'hr’sin ¢, E 
sIn $1 

@+ cos 6]. 

o1 ae 
BD, SAD hy gE @—2a sin ¢+= 9°4 sin 26 |" 

+2qu’hr’cos ¢, sin 6] = 
a—dq1 

On reducing, noting that sin (r— ¢) =sin ¢. 
cos(x— ¢,) = —cos on sin(27—2¢,)=—sin 2¢). 
2sin ¢,cos ¢;=sin2¢,._ we find, 

aM, + Ryrr+ w' hr | -Z+$ (1+2 sin’¢,) +% sin?¢, 

261 ~ 
—sin ¢, — qu’ hr? |(« + ae ue AS x sinda. [=o 25) 

Next, to evaluate equation 3, multiply each term to 
the right of the integral sign in equation 2 by cos ¢, in- 
tegrate, and place the sum =0. 

| Ms sin ¢+ Ry (sin ¢— £7 sin a -| 1/6w'h 

sin’ | + w’ hr? sin al 5 sin ¢; sin ¢— Ssin g |" 

= Ho'l| sin ¢—@ (9+ =, sin 2¢1 

— oy 

#) +1/3sin ¢@ (2 

+ eos? 6 |F — >; + 2qw'hr 2 Jean 2 |r - Bt (: 

T ob 

3 hits —1/6w’hr? sin? ¢,+ qw’hr’ a5 =0 

aa w'tu| ee se aa | ple rat SS Ie, ee re es (7) 
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On substituting this value of Ff, in equation 6 and reduc- 
ing, we derive 

7 My=w'hr| 1/3 sin? ¢,+sin o+9-% (1+2 sin? ¢;) 

-: sin 261 |—qu'tr} ax “ aC +5)- 3/4 sin 

ry dla 1g Obie Bae ai ee eerie (8) 
Asa check, place ¢;=0, a@=cos ¢,=1, then equations 7 

and 8 reduce to well-known formulas. 

Also for ¢,= a a=0 and equations 7 and 8 agree with 

an independent solution for no lateral load. 

_ But the most complete check was obtained by verify- 
ing the relation 

2 wT T 

{t" M cos odp+ | 2 Mos ode~ | M cos ¢ doé=0 
2 

by actually integrating between the limits indicated 
the first two terms and proving that this sum is equal 
to zero. 

The increase in the horizontal diameter by equation 
4 is 

AX= 2M cos ¢ do 
a 

which is also equal to 

ale M cos ¢ dd, 

as just seen, 

9 gia 

ax= Fl |) | Ms cos ¢+ Ryr (cos ¢—Ccos *6 |to— “ 

Tv 

Oh eet 1 2 
w' hr? i sin? ¢ cos ¢ do— 5 ao'ha? | 

0 2 $ 

—2a cos? ¢+ cos? #)ds | 

a’ cos } 
1 

The general integrals of these terms have already been 
civen, so that it is readily verified that 

a? 

aX= 7] Vat. 215 hir—0:167 w/o? — quo’ 5 -7 

ag 1 ao @ sin 2¢,— 5 

av ljo cos: 6) |] ORE oy hr eect ee (9) 

We have, finally, to derive a general formula for ver- 
tical deflection, or decrease in vertical diameter, by 
effecting the integrations of equation 5, 

2 w 

én= - ar I, M sin ¢ do. 

The separate terms in equation 2 were each multi- 
plied by sin ¢ to the right of the integral signs; then, 
integrating, 

a3 on sin ¢ (a?+2/3 
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mel 
if M sin ¢d¢= — Ms] cos J — Ry cos o+ 

0 

x sin reall 

9 

T™—$1 

75) 5 gw" ha| — a? cos ¢—a sin? ¢—1/8 cos? |, 

/ 2 See. + qu’ hr of sin of bn 

The bracketed term whose coefficient is w’Ar? sin 

Sess sin Mm ¢1 

+5 5 w/e) 1/8 cos ¢ (2+sin? ot 

+ w’hr* sin | -5 sin ¢; cos o-(§ 

¢1, finally reduces to 

The first term involving qg, reduces to, —qw ‘hr 
[a3+ 1/3 a], on replacing cos ¢; by a. 

On reduction of all the terms, we find, 

== a 2Mp+ 2Ryrt+ w'hr’ | -1/6 cos ¢; (2 

+sin’¢,) —1/3 -5 (¢,—sin ¢;) sin 6: | 

3 

= qo'hr| a +a sin? 6: | pipe eee nan et ere erect LR (10) 

SURFACE OF FILL 

FIGURE 3.—ASSUMPTIONS AS TO THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE ON 
Pier 

All of the formulas assume that the limit of elas- 
ticity has not been exceeded and that the circular shape 
of the pipe has been changed by only infinitesimal 
amounts. ‘This is not true for very flexible pipes under 
deep fills. The pipe is distorted into a quasi-elliptical 
form, and the theory should be applied to this dis- 
torted curve in place of to the circular curve, which, 
of course, is impracticable. When stresses are finally 
computed, some limits of h or depth of fill may be 
indicated beyond which the Se are inapplicable. 

When ¢ equals zero, sin ¢,=0, cos ¢,=a=1, in 
Figure 3, I coincides with B and y with D, the lateral 
forces extend over the full height of the pipe and the 
vertical reaction is uniformly distributed over the base, 
the case being as represented in Figure 4. 

The equations 7, 8, 9, and 10, now reduce to, 

R, = R, = qKwhr 

Mp=Mp=% (1-9) Kwhe? 

1Kwhrt,,  .  fenrere ee (11) 
Ax=2 =" -q) 
penTG Sue Alea 

These formulas, when K=1, agree exactly with 
those derived by Arthur N. Talbot, and reported in Uni- 
versity of Illinois Bulletin No. 22 (24). 

The Equations 7, 8, 9, and 10 reduce to simple 
forms as soon as a value of ¢, is assumed, thus, for 
¢1=30°, a =cos ¢,=0.866, we derive, from equation 
7 and 8, 

1 =Kwhr [—0.013 +0.866q] 

R, =Kwhr [+0.013 + 0.866q] 

WV p= Kuhr? (0.257 —0.242 g) $_-------(12) 

My = Kwhr’? [0.856 — 0.242 q] 

M, = — Kwhr? [0.256 — 0.249 q] 

The value of R, is derived from the equation, 
R,+R,=2 qu’hra, and Mp, by taking the moments 
about D of the forces shown in Figure 38. 

Thus: 

Myp= Mgt R,2r+ % w'hr’sin’?¢, — 2qw’hr’cos 44. 

For M,, the forces to be considered are those 
acting on BA. From Equation 9, for ¢;=30°, there 
is found the increase in horizontal. diameter. 

KWo? 
Ax= 96 96 Eyl: 04-9). 52002. eee (13) 

and from Equation 10, for ¢,;=30°, 
vertical diameter, 

the decrease in 

ll KWo 
ex 96 Ry li-06— al 

These formulas are inapplicable when q exceeds a 
certain value, as will be subsequently proved. 

In Equation 12 and 13, W=wbh, the weight in 
pounds of the prism of earth vertically. over the pipe 
of mean diameter } for a length of pipe of 1 inch. 
All dimensions are in inches, A W is the vertical load 
actually sustained by the pipe as obtained by the 
weighing apparatus. Use will now be made of Equa- 
tions 13 and 14, using the correct experimental values 
of Ax, eg and K to compute g, and compare with the 
“average q’’ as determined from the cell readings. 

Referring to Figure 1, it will be assumed, as a 
rough approximation, that the average a, acting 
on the side of the pipe considered in 0.75 times the 
value of a, given by cell 2 reading. As the distribu- 
tion of any weight of earth transferred to or from the 
sides is unknown, it will be ignored, and it will be 
assumed that the unit vertical stress on a horizontal 

2 When ¢1=20° the bracket in Equation 13 is changed to U1. 01—1.02q¢] and that in 
Equation 14 to, [1.02—1.01g]. As ¢: approaches zero these bracketed terms both ap- 
proach [1—q] as hitherto proved 

. omen 

ari <» 7? 
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plane at the level of cell 2 is, — a (cell 4 reading) 

(cell 2 reading) 

ee (cell 4 reading) 

*, average g=0.75 

Thus, for h=120 inches, r=15 inches, 

2 cell 2 reading 
3 cell 4 reading 

The weight of the sand used in the fill is 107 pounds 
per cubic foot 

Average g= 

.. w=0.0615 pounds per cubic inch. 

The height of fill above the pipe was taken as 10 feet; 

*, h=120 inches and wh=7.38, 
b=mean diameter of pipe in inches, W=whb, 

t=thickness of pipe in inches; [= \o2°. 

It was assumed that— 

E=27,000,000 pounds per square inch for iron; 
E=30,000,000 pounds per square inch for steel; 
E=10,000,000 pounds per square inch for cast iron. 

The results are given in Table 1. 

There was a firm belief with the experimenters that 
the earth as placed under the pipe gave practically no 
bearing or reaction for perhaps 30° to 40° on either 
side. Hence the assumption, ¢;=30°, which, it is seen 
fromTable 1, gives nearly equal values of g, whether 
it is computed from Equation 13, using the experimental 
AX, or from Equation 14 with the experimental ez. 
The use of Equation 11 gives practically consistent 
results also (see columns 10 and 11) which differ only 
by 4 to 6 per cent from those given in columns 7 and 
9 of Table 1. 

In discussing the results, let us assume for simplicity, 
¢,=0, or the distribution of forces as shown in Figure 4. 
Then, up to some height of fill, corresponding to a very 
small deflection of the pipe, only active horizontal 
earth thrust is exerted. If we assume for the sand 
fill with 5 per cent moisture an internal angle of fric- 
tion? of ¢=42°, the ratio of lateral to vertical unit 
pressure, by Rankine’s formula is, 

a cint 1—sin ¢ 

~1+sin ¢ As 

3 The symbol, ¢, has been used in connection with polar coordinates of Figure 3. 
It is used here as the customary symbol for angle of internal friction. 

Now, as the height of fill increases, the experiments 
show that the vertical diameter decreases and the hori- 
zontal diameter increases, so that for a little less than 
45° above and below the ends of the horizontal diam- 
eter, the sides of the pipe spread horizontally and thus 
cause a horizontal passive resistance or reaction of the 
earth, which increases with the deflection. But when 
the intensity of this horizontal reaction is equal to the 
intensity of the vertical load on the pipe, or g=1, then 
from Figure 4, we have liquid pressure, so that there 
are no bending moments in the pipe and no deflection 
except that due to the tangential stress which causes a 

na 

decrease in diameter of 2 a which is very small 

and negligible. Thus, we have the inconsistency that 

SURFACE OF FILL 

Figure 4.—EqQuat DISTRIBUTION 
OF PRESSURE ON PIPE IN FouR 
DIRECTIONS 

when g=1, theory gives only a minute deflection, ab- 
solutely negligible, whereas experiment records a large 
deflection both vertically and horizontally. The ex- 
planation is simple. 

The theory treats the passive resistances as if they 
were active forces, always in contact with the pipe, 
and following up any inward movement, and that 
the vertical loads on the pipe remain the same, so that 
as gq approaches 1, the sides move inward and the top 
rises, and when q=1, the pipe returns to its original 
position; whereas the passive resistances are caused 
entirely by the lowering of the crown and the spread- 
ing of the sides, and since the earth is imperfectly 

TABLE 1 <—bipptuatee of calculated and measured values of q for 10-foot fill and $1 equals 30° in equations 13 and 14, and ¢; equals 0 
in Equation 11 

Kind of pipe Diameter | Thickness K 

1 2 3 4 

Inches Inch 
SLOBhtuUDesLIISt Lesbo aeeeee eee cme ca: Beno as-. ates 0. 349 0. 76 
BLeol tue, SeCcOud: teshe se steee eee so go See 30 . 849 1.00 
POO CHET Ollie = eee eee ee ye eee 30 - 109 . 62 
SHOOLD VEO MeL ae ene tee meee eee Hodes aE Ee 20 076 | . 58 
CENTRO epee A Oh ae ae ee eS 30 | 1,00 1,29 

| _q from Equation 11 
| 

| 

Kwb3 | Experi- gq by. Experi- qby | ; ; 
O6EI mental | Equation) mental | Equation; By aid By aid Ree 

Ar 13 en 14 of AX ofez | 

5 6 a 8 9 10 ho RAE: 

0. 446 0. 149 0.71 0.172 0. 67 0. 67 0. 61 0. 438 
. 586 | . 259 . 60 . 267 . 60 . 56 . 4 . 90 

13. 20 . 569 1. 00 . 751 1. 00 . 96 . 94 .81 
7, 22 424 . 98 477 . 99 . 94 . 93 | . 98 

. 096 | . 082 18 . 088 ee 14 . 08 | wa 

1JIn the University of Illinois Bulletin No. 22, April 28, 1908, the results of tests of cast iron are given. The modulus of elasticity of strips, 2 by 24 inches, cut out of 
cast-iron pipes and tested in cross-breaking, varied from 9, 900, 000 to 14,500,000 pounds per square inch; but when the pipe itself was subjected to a concentrated load and 
the exact formula for deflection was used, /& varied from 6,500,000 to 14, 300, 000, averaging 10,000,000 pounds per square inch. ‘The latter value especially applies here. 
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elastic, there can be but little inward motion of the 
earth, so that the passive earth resistance does not 
(and can not) act as if it was an active thrust to restore 
the pipe to its original circular form; besides the 
supposed rise at the crown would be resisted not only 
by AW, but, in addition, by the friction and cohesion 
acting along the sides of the vertical prism of earth 
directly over the pipe which always act opposed to 
the motion. 

All the formulas for moments, thrusts and deflec- 
tions are correct for gq less than some unknown value, 
1, corresponding to a maximum deflection. For 
g>q, all the formulas are inapplicable, since, as we 

PED) 

[| 

MEAN DIAMETER 
ve) 

AX} 

My | 
Fiaure 5.—Forcres AcTING ON PIPE IN 3-POINT MertrHop 

oF TESTING 

have seen, this involves a rise of the crown of the pipe, 
which is impossible. 

To clarify ideas, let us assume, as h increases, that 
K remains constant, but that g varies with h according 

4 

A, to the parabolic law, q@=ch. 'Then, putting, ae ae 
a constant, we can write for the deflection, 

ép=Ah (1-qg=A (h—- Ve hi). 

This is a maximum when ae =0, or, when, 

3 2 
1—5% =9, or, W=3" 

This is a plausible law of variation and value of q, but 
it is only roughly approximate. 

3 = 

1—5vch=0, st 

1 
A linear variation, g=ah, would lead to q ait The 

first law seems more probable, and until more definite 
information is attainable, it may be assumed that 
when g is less than 0.67, that all the formulas are 
correct (for the hypothesis), but that when q is greater 
than 0.67, they are inapplicable. 

However, as in all cases of a maximum, the results 
vary very little near the maximum value, perhaps the 
limit g, can be extended to, say, 0.7. Such a limit 
would rule out the computations of Table 1 for both 
the “‘smooth iron” pipes for which values of q equal 
to 1 were derived. These should be ruled out likewise 
because the limit of elasticity has been considerably 
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exceeded, and, in fact, the breaking point nearly 
reached, as computation shows, g can not be greater 
than 1, for it entails the absurdity that a passive 
resistance should exceed the weight which produces 
it and actually overcome this weight and cause the 
top of the pipe to rise higher than its original circular 
position. 

A preferable method for finding q is to compare the 
deflection e, for a pipe under a single load P (fig. 5), using 
the three point laboratory method, with the deflection 
after the pipe is placed in the fill. 

In Figure 5, the moment at any point C is, 

M= Me ie sin @. 

Since, from symmetry, the sections at A and B do not 
rotate, ; 

‘M dp=0; giving 
0 

My=*~"=0.318 Pr-.------- (15) 

The decrease in vertical diameter, by Equation 5, is 

Qr?. (ah : eae aed Pe oom — ar, Msin 6 d6=— 77 |. (Me 

Bre: : Qr? - P 
~5 7 sin 6) sing dg= +77 | Ms cos 6+ F($ 

_ sin 2¢) af2 

4 0 

2 3 

.. oo— aT | Mater =0.150 ae 

O50 Tb? 
Sg aap oon oe ee ee (16) 

On dividing Equation 14 by this equation and solving 

9) a2 18 P (1.06 Dy K W------77-7-- (17) 

Thus, HL, J, and } have been eliminated, so that a value 
of g computed from this equation should prove more 
accurate than one as estimated by the previous method. 
The results, by use of this formula, gave almost exactly 
the values of qg of the table for the various tests on the 
“steel tube,” though the stress-strain curve was some- 
what curved. For the 30-inch cast iron pipe, 1 inch 
thick, the derived value of g was—0.05. This impossible 
negative value is perhaps partly due to the very small 
deflection, but mainly to the fact that the tube was not 
circular, the inner diameter varying in various direc- 
tions from 29.716 inches to 29.792 inches. 

On solving Equation 17 for KW, there is found, 

6p 06> Ga ee 
KW 

When qg and the ratio, 3 » are known, this formula enables 
p 

one to compute KW, or the vertical load actually sus- 
tained by the pipe. For small deflections of the pipe, 
only active horizontal earth thrust is exerted. Thus, 
if Rankine’s formula is used, for ¢=42°, then g=0.2. 
For large deflections, passive resistance is experienced 
and g is increased. 

‘ 
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UNIT STRESS DISCUSSED 

‘ Let us assume compression positive, tension negative ; 
~ then, if P is the tangential stress on a certain section of 

_ the pipe, 1 inch long, and M is the bending moment 
$ where the neutral axis crosses it, then the usual formula 
_ for the unit stress at the extrados or the intrados is, 

P 6M Sao fret 
nancies bce tl Since JM has been assumed positive when counter clock- 
i _ wise, the upper sign will refer to the extrados, the lower 

to the intrados. When all dimensions are given in 
pounds, the stresses are in pounds per square inch. 

| Usually, the first term (F 

parison with the second, or that due to bending stress. 
The latter will be tension at the intrados at B and D 
(fig. 3), but tension at the extrados at section A. The 
values of Mp, Mp, My, are given in Equation 12, which 
may be utilized to find the height of fill corresponding 
to a given stress, f pounds per square inch, for a given 
pipe. Thus the unit stress at the bottom of the pipe is, 

ie ee 

The bank sand constituting the fill varied in its prop- 
erties according to the amount of moisture and the 
degree of tamping, but when moderately tamped, the 
earth containing 5 per cent moisture, there was found 
¢=45°, c=10 to 20 pounds per square foot. For the 
clay filling with 21 per cent moisture, ¢=41°, c=225 
pounds per square foot. 

The value of K can only be obtained by experiment 
for a particular earth, but for the bank sand used, a 
good idea of its variation can be had by comparing 

evo’ AR can be neglected in com- 

PA Ne DIN pt GEE L: 
-[0. So0s 0. 2429 |oKwh gi. 

ae poser >. sedans “pel Gai 95 

At AN EIA REE I CEOS Fg Me Nhl AR ERED Ne Je 

values of . and K as given in Table 2 

A graph showing these values of K plotted against 
the corresponding values of (¢/r) will enable a safer 
judgment to be made in case K for a new earth has to 
be estimated. 

As to the values of g to assume, the only reliable ones, 
as given in Table 1, are those pertaining to the steel 
tube, g=0.60, g=0.71. These happen to lie near the 
supposed maximum, 0.67; so that the value ¢=0.67 
will be used in the last formula. 

TaBLE 2.—Comparison of values of = and K for a 10-foot fill 

Kind of pipe Diameter Hpaokness a ike 

Inches Inch 
BO INOOLD ION = ccr=-2s.24-25--2=-2----- 30 0.109 0. 0073 0. 62 

POOL AT OT eee erate pie oe Pere 5 pos 28 20 . 076 . 0076 . 58 
IOC CU Octet ee a ee 30 . 849 0233 . 88 
ROuSEHTON see eee ee een 30 1. 000 . 0667 1.29 
POUCED Ig weemren trees en ert) es Se BLOM eS 2s Se el [eee 1. 67 
ORONO LI ee ane eee Ne ey 0) a | ea een ae ee eee 1.37 

For a steel pipe, assume a safe stress of f=20,000 
pounds per square inch. 

For the sand fill, as before, w=0.0615 pounds per 
cubic inch. 
H=height of fill in feet .. h=12 H. 
Equation 19 reduces to, 

23,300 
ik fF Gh r Fi a a (20) 
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Thus, for K=1, t=0.5 inch, r=15 inches, A=25.9 
feet. 

For the steel tube, A =0.88,¢=0.349 inch, r= 15 inches. 
Whence H=14.3 feet is the height of fill giving the 

stress in the pipe of 20,000 pounds per square inch. 
For the clay filling used in some of the earlier experi- 

ments, weighing 120 pounds per cubic foot (w=0.0694 
pounds per cubic inch), Equation 19 reduces to, 

_ 20,600 ? 
UG peda ink SF ae & 

For the clay filling, K was greater than for sand and, 
to be on the safe side, it had best be assumed equal to 
or greater than unity. 

The sole experiment on the 30-inch cast-iron pipe, 
1 inch thick, involved only active earth thrust; but if 
we assume, as the height of fill (and deflection) in- 
creases, that g increases up to the limit 0.67, as before, 
and likewise assume a safe tension of 8,000 pounds per 
square inch, then the values of H as given by Equations 
20 and 21 are reduced in the ratio 8 to 20 or 4 to 10. 
Of course such formulas are approximate, and it is 
highly desirable to make a record of failures for use in 
amending them. 

HT 
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